
  
 
September 22, 2017 
 
To: Columbia Association Board of Directors 

CA Management 
 

From: Andrew C. Stack, Board Chair 
 
The Columbia Association Board of Directors Meeting will be held on Thursday, 

September 28, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. at Columbia Association headquarters, 6310 Hillside 

Court, Suite 100, Columbia, MD  21046. 
 

AGENDA 
  

1. Call to Order 5 min. 

 (a) Announce Directors/Senior Staff in Attendance  

 (b) Remind attendees the open meeting is being recorded/broadcast  

2.  Entertain a motion to hold a closed meeting of the CA Board of Directors 
under the Maryland Homeowners Association Act Section 11B-111(4)(vi), 
Consideration of the terms or conditions of a business transaction in the 
negotiation stage if the disclosure could adversely affect the economic 
interests of the homeowners association. 

 
 
 
 
1 min. 

3.  If the motion is approved, move to a closed meeting 
If the motion is not approved, continue with the open meeting 

30 min. 

4. Read the Five Civility Principles 1 min. 

5. Announcement of Closed/Special Meetings Held/To Be Held 1 min. 

6. Approval of Agenda 1 min. 

7. Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest 1 min. 

8. Resident Speakout  

9. Chairman’s Remarks 3 min. 

10. Reports/Presentations  

 (a) President’s Report – See written report – Follow-up questions from the 
BOD 

 
10 min. 

 (b) Report from the CA Representatives to the Inner Arbor Trust Board of 
Directors 

 
5 min. 

 (c) Financial Reports 5 min. 

  1. FY 18 1
st
 Quarter Financial Report  

  2. FY 18 1
st
 Quarter Financial Statements  

11. Board Action  

 (a) Consent Agenda 1 min. 

  1. Approval of Minutes – July 27, 2017  

 (b) Board Votes 10 min. 

  1. Approval of Changes to the Office of Internal Audit Charter  

. (c) Board Discussion 80 min. 

  1. Assessment Share Work Group Final Report and 
Recommendations 

 
(60 min.) 

  2. Lakefront Core Design Guidelines (20 min.) 



12. For Your Information  

 (a) “Home, Office Fitness Offerings Are Giving Traditional Gyms A Run For 
their Money” 

 

 (b) Letter from the Columbia Festival of the Arts  

 (c) Article about the Chrysalis – Architect Magazine  

13. Tracking Forms 5 min. 

 (a) Tracking Form for Board Requests  

 (b) Tracking Form for Resident Requests  

14. Talking Points 2 min. 

15. Adjournment – Anticipated Ending Time: Approximately 10:00 p.m.  

 
 

Next Board Work Session and Meeting 
Thursday, October 12, 2017 – Board Work Session 

Thursday, October 26, 2017 – Board Meeting 
 

 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR AN INTERPRETER FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED CAN BE MADE BY 
CALLING 410-715-3111 AT LEAST THREE DAYS IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING. 
 

CA Mission Statement 
 
Working every day in hundreds of ways to make Columbia an even better place to live, work, and 
play. 
 

CA Vision Statement 
 
Making Columbia the community of choice today and for generations to come. 
 



September 21, 2017 
 

Chair’s Remarks 

September 28, 2017 Board meeting 

 
Oct 1  Open Street Event      11:00 AM 
Oct 1  Gail Holiday Poster Tree dedication; Lake K.  4:00 PM 
Oct 1  Columbia Orchestra Concert; Lakefront   6:00 PM 
Oct 3  Excite Columbia session starts     6:30 PM  RR 
Oct 5  Board 50th Birthday Event      6:30 PM  RR 
Oct 7  Time Bank Tool Swap     11:30 AM 
Oct 7  Howard Hughes OPUS Event; Merriweather  4:00 PM  RR 
Oct 7  CA Campfire activity for families      4:00 PM  RR 
Oct 11  Volunteering Made Easy     6:00 PM  RR 
Oct 12  Walking Tour Downtown Columbia   10:00 AM 
Oct 12  CA Board Work Session     7:00 PM 
Oct 13-15 CARNEVIL (Symphony Woods at Merriweather Park) 6:00 PM 
Oct 19-22 CARNEVIL (Symphony Woods at Merriweather Park) 6:00 PM 
Oct 21  Dorsey's Search OCOBERFEST    6:00 PM  RR 
Oct 22  Oceania Cultural Event (Miller Library)   1:30 PM 
Oct 25  Community Building Speakers Series   7:00 PM 
Oct 26  Walking Tour Hickory Ridge    10:00 AM 
Oct 26  Risk Management Committee meeting   7:00 PM 
Oct 26  CA Board Meeting      7:30 PM 
Oct 30  Town Center Murder Mystery    7:00 PM RR 
 
RR = Registration Required 
 
Art Exhibit, items from the Rouse Company/HHC; HC Center for the Arts; runs 
until October 13; part of the 50th Birthday celebration. 
 
The next session of Excite Columbia! occurs on October 3, 10, and 17. It is a 
three-week course. 
 
Met with Wilde Lake and Oakland Mills Village Boards. Several other meetings 
with Village Boards will occur in October. Schedule was sent out to Directors. 
 
Attended 50th Birthday interfaith event on Sunday, September 17 and the 
Reunion - Building a Better City event at HCC on September 19. 
 
The Bike About is scheduled for Saturday, September 23 and the Covenant 
Briefing is scheduled to be held on Monday, September 25. Plan to attend both 
activities. 
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September 2017 

 

Office of the President/CEO 

 

The Howard County Economic Development Authority (HCEDA) was awarded 
a Silver Award at the 2017 International Economic Development Councils 
(IEDC) for its role in the Ellicott City Flash Flood Response and Recovery. The 
award honors economic development initiatives that focus on retaining and 
growing existing businesses within communities and regions. Applicants were 
expected to demonstrate extensive cross-community collaboration, and the 
ability to adapt and respond quickly to unforeseen events. 
 
The Downtown Columbia Arts and Culture Commission (DCACC) received an 
award from Visit Howard County (Howard County’s Department of Tourism) for 
DCACC’s accomplishments as an ambassador for Howard County. 
 
The Downtown Columbia Partnership named Phillip Dodge as its new 
Executive Director. Mr. Dodge previously served as the Director of the Howard 
County Food Bank for the Community Action Council of Howard County. He 
also led development and communications efforts for Healthy Howard and the 
National Center for Healthy Housing in Howard County. 
 
The Inner Arbor Trust (IAT) hosted their “Under the Harvest Moon” fundraiser 
on Saturday, September 9. Upcoming events include “Dune-The Ballet 
Performance at the Chrysalis” on September 22; “Indian Language Movie 
Festival” on September 29; “Korean Language Movie Night” on September 30; 
and a Chinese film on October 1. Beginning October 13, IAT will present 
“CarnEVIL,” a Halloween-themed event in Merriweather Park at Symphony 
Woods, on select nights. 
 
The Columbia 50th Birthday Celebration, Inc. is winding down to the conclusion 
of the Columbia 50th birthday celebration. Recent events included the 
ecumenical worship service on September 17 and “Reunion-A Celebration of 
the People Who Built Columbia” on September 19. Upcoming events include 
the dedication of the village poster tree in Kennedy Garden on October 1 (late 
afternoon); a concert by the Columbia Orchestra on October 1 (evening) at 
Columbia’s Lakefront; and the Opus 1 Festival in Merriweather Park on 
October 7, sponsored by Howard Hughes Corporation. 
 

Representatives from the Office of the President/CEO participated in a 
“Blessings in a Backpack” meal-packing event on September 20. Blessings in 
a Backpack provides food on the weekends for elementary school children 
who might otherwise go hungry.
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Administrative Services 

Accounting/Finance 
The implementation of the new budgeting solution has progressed according to plan. The 
application has been designed, CA data has been uploaded, and training was conducted for all 
three modules (personnel, operating expenses and capital) in early September. The application 
is being used to develop the FY 2019 and conditional FY 2020 operating and capital budgets. 
This is a significant, cross-departmental effort for the organization led by Lynn Schwartz, 
Director of Finance/Treasurer. 

 
Information Technology (IT) 
Chuck Thompson, chief information officer, achieved ITIL Foundation certification.  ITIL 
(Information Technology Infrastructure Library) is a very widely accepted approach to IT service 
management. ITIL can help organizations use IT to realize business change, transformation and 
growth. It is based on five core publications in its lifecycle - service strategy, service design, 
service transition, service operation and continuous service improvement. Applying these best 
practices equip an organization to establish a baseline from which it can plan, implement and 
measure change. Additionally, ITIL is used to demonstrate compliance and to measure 
improvement in IT services. 

 
Purchasing 
Pat O’Malley, director of Purchasing, participated in the Contractor Outreach Event sponsored 
by Howard Hughes Corporation on Thursday, September 7. The purpose of the event was to 
encourage minority, women, local, disabled and veteran-owned business participation in the 
redevelopment of Downtown Columbia and provide information about future projects and 
highlight upcoming business opportunities.  
 
 

Sport and Fitness 

Hobbit’s Glen Golf Course 
The 2017 annual Hobbit’s Glen Golf Men’s Member and Guest Tournament was held 
September 7-9. Eighty-four players participated in the three-day event. 
 
The PGA Junior League is underway this fall. Over 20 youth are registered in the program, 
playing on two teams in a league against Cattail Creek, Holly Hills, and Musket Ridge. The 
winning team advances to the Middle Atlantic PGA Playoffs in October and November. 
 
Aquatics 
The 20th Annual Columbia Neighborhood Swim League (CNSL) All City Championship Meet 
was held July 29. Over 1100 swimmers from 14 teams participated in more than 2200 events 
during the meet. Five new meet records were set in individual events. 
 
 

Community Affairs 

Increasing Influence in Columbia Planning and Development  
Staff from the Office of Planning and Community Affairs continued to participate in and monitor 
proposed and on-going development projects in and around Columbia including participation in 
various meetings related to planning and development. 
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Columbia (outside of village centers and downtown) 
Staff attended the Zoning Board meeting on July 19 to where the Zoning Board was hearing a 
case to amend the Preliminary Development Plan for Columbia to allow 20 additional residential 
units. One unit is requested at the Poplar Glen apartments on Little Patuxent Parkway and 19 
units are requested at the Grandfather’s Garden Center site south of Route 108 and west of 
Phelps Luck Drive. The Zoning Board approved the additional units. 
 
Staff updated the Development Tracker, which provides information on development related 
meetings and proposals that have been submitted for sites in and near Columbia. This 
information tool is updated monthly and is available on-line at http://bit.ly/developmenttracker.  
 
Countywide  
Staff attended the Maryland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) meeting on September 13, which 
discussed potential route changes in Howard County and the region. The goal of the newly 
proposed routes is to reduce headways between buses and provide improved service routing. 
The changes to the routes that serve Columbia include the Columbia Mall to BWI Rail and 
Airport route and the mall to Arundel Mills and to provide Sunday service. The map showing 
these changes can be viewed at http://www.kfhgroup.com/centralmd/500%20Series.pdf. 
 
Staff attended the Planning Board meeting on August 3 where ZRA 178 was proposed to 
amend Section 103.0 of the Howard County Zoning regulations to revise the definition for “Hotel 
or Motel” to allow extended-stay for up to six months and Section 118.0.B to establish “hotels, 
motels, country inns and conference centers” as permitted uses. This would have allowed hotels 
to be built on some of Columbia’s neighborhood center sites as a permitted uses. CA Staff 
brought this to Department of Planning and Zoning’s attention, which led the DPZ staff to 
recommend that the Planning Board approve ZRA 178 but with the stipulation that it only apply 
to properties 1.5 acres or larger, thereby excluding CA’s neighborhood center sites. The next 
step in this process is Zoning Board review and decision.  
 
Columbia Housing Center  
During the past year, CA’s director of planning and community affairs has been involved with a 
group working to explore establishing a Columbia Housing Center to enhance racial integration 
in Columbia. The group consists of representatives from government, private sector businesses, 
faith-based entities, and nonprofit organizations. 
  
The need for the Housing Center is evidenced by the early signs of pockets of racial 
segregation in Columbia — areas where concentrations of various racial or ethnic groups are 
occurring. Presently, it is not dramatic, but it exists and is not in alignment with the founding 
values of the community of Columbia. 
 
This summer, the Housing Center incorporated and is now awaiting its charitable status 
determination letter from the IRS. It will be a resource for anyone searching for a rental home in 
Columbia. The Housing Center will connect landlords with potential tenants, and tenants with 
apartment homes that fit their needs, and will serve as a resource for related information about 
rent, number of bedrooms, amenities and location. 
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Communications and Marketing 

Digital Signage 
Digital signage has been installed at Columbia Swim Center. Records from the Clippers swim 
team have been integrated with the digital signage to display the most updated information on 
team records. 
 
eNewsletter 
A new eNewsletter entitled CA Community Focus will launch in October. It will focus on 
community planning, current open space construction or maintenance, sustainability initiatives, 
watershed updates, and archive-related news and events. CA Community Focus is geared 
toward an audience that participates with CA in different ways than through our facilities and 
memberships. 
 
Media Relations 
Notable press interactions between July 13 and September 12 include The Washington Post 
publishing two articles about Columbia's 50th Birthday, including a feature in its magazine; the 
Baltimore Jewish Times covering the Jewish side of Columbia's history; and The Turn House 
being named one of The Baltimore Sun's 50 best restaurants. We are also in the process of 
assisting a local television station for a story on Columbia's 50th Birthday. 
 
Publications 
The October issue of CA Monthly will feature a snapshot of CA Advisory Committees and their 
past six months of accomplishments. This information will also be posted on the page for each 
Advisory Committee on the CA website. The October issue of Howard Magazine will feature an 
article on the October 25 Community Building Speaker event.  
 
 

Community Services 

School Age Services 
School Age Services (SAS) entered into a collaboration with Meals on Wheels for the upcoming 
school year.  Children in the After School Care program will create small items (placemats, door 
decorations) for the Meals on Wheels participants.  The gifts will be delivered with a meal each 
month, and the children will earn community service hours for participation in this program 
 
SAS received $1,109 from the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) for our 
continued participation in the EXCELS program, Maryland’s Quality Rating Improvement 
System for Child Care. 

 
Columbia Community Exchange 
Columbia Community Exchange (CCE) hosted an outreach table at the Howard County’s Dental 
Health Fair that provided free dental screenings to 100 eligible residents.  CCE shared 
information about CA’s programs and resources for mature adults. 
 

Youth and Teen Center (YTC) 
YTC’s 15th Annual “Columbia Teen Idol” auditions are underway. The auditions were held 
September 19 and 20 at The Barn in Oakland Mills; another is scheduled for September 27 at 
Lord & Taylor in The Mall in Columbia. The semi-finals will be held on October 5 at Slayton 
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House and the finals will be the culminating event at the “15th Hear My Voice Teen Day” on 
Sunday, October 15. The events are sponsored by the Teen Advisory Committee. 
 
YTC’s Youth Program Coordinator, Safire Windley, attended the HoCo YouthSpeak meeting 
with Kevin Gilbert, the newly appointed Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion for the 
Howard County Public School System.  They discussed the vision, direction, and needs of 
YouthSpeak. 
 
Youth and Teen Center will host the next Oakland Mills Leadership Team Meeting later in 
September. The meeting includes key representatives from the Oakland Mills community to 
discuss resources available to the community and effective partnerships that aren’t duplicating 
services. Safire Windley has been asked to serve on the Leadership Team. 

 
Columbia Art Center 
In partnership with Columbia’s 50th Birthday Celebration, the Columbia Art Center hosted Color 
Columbia Plein Air Paint Out, Columbia’s first plein air event, on September 9 at Lake 
Kittamaqundi and Wilde Lake.  More than 45 artists came out to paint on site scenes of wildlife, 
waterscapes, landscapes, buildings, the iconic People Tree, people jogging on the paths, 
restaurants, and more. The works were then installed in Columbia Art Center’s Main Gallery 
with an awards ceremony and reception on September 16.  
 
The Columbia Art Center Window Gallery hosted a reception for ManneqART: Sculpture on the 
Human Form on Sunday, September 17, 2-4pm.  The reception was attended by 35 people and 
included a live dance performance.  Columbia Art Center is one of 15 locations throughout 
Howard and Montgomery Counties featuring the ManneqART creations and is honored to house 
the 2017 first place winner “Vortex Rider.” The exhibit runs through September 30. 
 
The Columbia Art Center Studio I Gallery hosted a reception for MESA:  Villages of the Future 
on September 17, 1-2:30pm.  Sponsored by the Columbia, MD Chapter of The Links, Inc. and 
the Columbia Art Center Youth Department, the gallery show features creations of the MESA 
(Mathematics, Engineering and Science Achievement) students of Jeffers Hill Elementary 
School reflecting the evolution of Columbia’s villages.  The show is part of Columbia’s 50th 
Birthday Celebration and will be on display through September 30.    
 
In partnership with Little Patuxent Review, the Columbia Art Center kicked off its fall salon 
series on September 18 with a discussion about Columbia, MD featuring author Robert 
Tennebaum and professor Sidney Browser. 
 
 

Upcoming Events 

Excite Columbia 
Excite Columbia is open for registration and has been promoted on multiple platforms. The fall 
session runs October 3, 10 and 17. It will now be limited to three sessions over a three-week 
period. 
 
Summer Camps Department 
The Summer Camps Department will host a Campfire Event on October 7 at the Wilde Lake 
Barn from 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm. This free event for the entire family will feature activities such as 
arts and crafts, group games, drawings and roasting marshmallows. 
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Columbia Community Exchange 
Columbia Community Exchange (CCE) will host a Time Bank Tool Swap at The Barn during the 
Oakland Mills Fall Festival on October 7.   
 
CCE will host a Time Bank Skill Share Fair in collaboration with Transition Howard County’s 
Repair Cafe on October 21 at the First Presbyterian Church of Howard County.   
 

Columbia Art Center 
In recognition of National Bullying Prevention Month, Columbia Art Center Galleries will host 
“The Fourth Annual Erase Hate Through Art” exhibition October 8-29.  Sponsored by How Do 
You Like Me Now Productions, Inc., the exhibition is an examination of the phenomenon of 
bullying and hate crimes through the eyes of artists as a means of prevention.  The show will 
feature more than 50 artists from Maryland, Virginia, New Mexico, New York, Indiana, and 
Florida.   A reception and poetry reading will be held Sunday, October 8, from 1-4pm.    
 
In partnership with Howard County Poetry and Literature Society, Columbia Art Center will host 
the monthly Wilde Reading Series on October 10, 7-8:30pm with authors Michael Salcman and 
Lynn Silverman discussing their latest published works.  The event is free of charge and open to 
the community.   
 
Columbia Art Center will offer a new workshop designed for grandparents and grandchildren on 
the art form of caricature drawing on Saturday, October 14 and 21, from 10-11:30am. This 
intergenerational drawing workshop will teach participants how to draw each other using a 
variety of fun creative exercises.   
 

Veterans Day 
CA’s Veterans Day event is scheduled for Friday, November 10 at noon at the Downtown 
Columbia Lakefront. The event will honor the 20,000 veterans living in Columbia and greater 
Howard County. 

 

 

 
 



Report from the Inner Arbor Trust,   Sept, 2017 

Our 1st annual fundraiser, Under the Harvest Moon, was a great success. Not only did the weather finally 

cooperate, over 300 people lit up the Chrysalis while enjoying Grammy winner Joel Harrison and Mother 

Stumpf plus our own Wharf Rats, along with great food and drink from in-kind sponsors  Iron Bridge 

Wine Company and Seasons 52. 

We were honored to have Howard Bank as our Founding  Sponsor; Howard Hughes Corporation and 

Whiting-Turner as Platinum Sponsors; CoFestCo, Jailbreak Brewing Company, and The Perfect Pour as 

Gold Sponsors; and CarnEVIL and Living Design Lab as Silver Sponsors. Howard County General Hospital, 

and Frank Heckler, Lost Art Distilling, and IAT Board members Eric Metzman, Kirsten and Luke Coombs, 

and Lin Eagan as Friends of the Park.  In-kind services from Paul Wilkins Photography and Neat Nick 

Preserves were greatly appreciated. 

The IAT continues to provide quality art on the Chrysalis free and open to the public. Watch for Stary 

Osa, 9/19; Dune the Ballet, 9/22; Heritage Film Festival—9/29, Indian ; 9/30, Korean; 10/1, Chinese.  All 

films will have English sub titles and appropriate beers and food to complete the experience.  Giselle 

(the ballet) is scheduled for December. 

We encourage the CA Board to attend these premier events as we celebrate bringing new, diverse 

artistic and cultural experiences to the community. 

Our major festival, CarnEVIL, is the creation of DPD, a 501C3 whose mission is to support first 

responders.  Building on over 10 years of successful Halloween haunts, they promise to provide an 

unreal experience.   The best regional haunt in the area opens appropriately on Oct.13, and runs 

through Nov. 5th.  Family friendly haunts are scheduled for the 1st two tours of the evening, then the real 

fun begins.  Major sponsors include Jailbreak Beer, Amazon, and more.  Tickets are available online. 

The Trust has been selected to present at The National Building Museum on Oct. 14.  The American 

Institute of Architects will be at the Chrysalis for a tour and a public program on 10/8.  The Chrysalis has 

won a regional award and a national design award will be announced on 10/20 in New York.  Stay tuned. 

As we look toward developing the park, we are researching and submitting grant proposals as well as 

seeking sustaining corporate sponsorship. 

Lin Eagan, Chair 

 

 

 



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
September 22, 2017 
 
 
 
To:  Members of the Columbia Association Board of Directors 
  Milton W. Matthews, President/CEO 
 
From:  Susan Krabbe, Vice President/CFO 
 
cc:  Jackie Tuma, Director of Internal Audit 
   
Subject: First Quarter FY 2018 Financial Report 
 
The Audit Committee reviewed the FY 18 First Quarter Financial Report at their 
September 18, 2017 meeting.  The committee members voted to recommend that the 
Board of Directors be presented with the FY 18 First Quarter Financial Report at that 
meeting.  Each Board member has received via courier the Financial Report.  In 
addition, the link to the Financial Report is posted as back-up material to the September 
28, 2017 Board meeting.  The file is too large to post, and so to access the report on 
line, go to  
http://www.columbiaassociation.org; select About Us; Financials; Quarterly Financial 
Reports; Financial Reports to the Board; then select “FY18 First Quarter” from the list of 
financial reports posted. 
 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 
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Columbia Association, Inc. 
 

Statements of Financial Position 
July 31, 2017 and 2016 

(in Thousands) 
 

See Notes to Financial Statements. 
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Assets

2017 2016

Cash and cash equivalents 19,119$           22,389$           
Accounts receivable, net 17,255            18,136             
Prepaid expenses and other assets 2,388              2,021               
Risk management fund 6,481              6,443               
Workers' compensation fund 3,248              2,997               
Property, facilities and equipment, net 120,525          114,637           
Intangible assets, net 319                  319                  

Total assets 169,335$         166,942$         

Liabilities and Net Assets

Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 14,887$           12,142$           
Deferred revenue 8,114              13,291             

23,001            25,433             

Term debt
Term loan, net of deferred financing costs 25,152            26,782             
Capital lease obligations 434                  301                  

Total term debt 25,586            27,083             

Total liabilities 48,587            52,516             

Net assets 
Unrestricted 120,748          114,426           

Total liabilities and net assets 169,335$         166,942$         

 



Columbia Association, Inc. 
 

Statements of Activities 
Periods Ended July 31, 2017 and 2016 

(in Thousands) 
 

See Notes to Financial Statements. 
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2017 2016

Revenue
Property assessments 38,663$           37,313$           
Sport and fitness 7,054              6,909               
Community services 1,132              1,020               
Communications and marketing 52                    -                   
Open space and facility services 167                  159                  
Village community associations 6                      5                      
Interest income and other 24                    21                    
Unrealized gain on marketable securities -                   -                   

Total revenue 47,098            45,427             

Expenses
Sport and fitness 7,746              7,825               
Community services 2,141              1,715               
Communications and marketing 689                  656                  
Open space and facility services 3,208              3,269               
Village community associations 1,161              1,096               
Administrative 2,272              2,191               
Interest 245                  259                  

Total expenses 17,462            17,011             

Increase in unrestricted net assets 29,636            28,416             

Unrestricted net assets, beginning 91,112            86,010             

Unrestricted net assets, end 120,748$          114,426$          



Columbia Association, Inc. 
 

Statements of Cash Flows 
Periods Ended July 31, 2017 and 2016 

(in Thousands) 
 

See Notes to Financial Statements. 
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2017 2016

Cash flows from operating activities
Increase in unrestricted net assets 29,636$           28,416$           
Adjustments to reconcile increase in unrestricted net assets
to net cash provided by operating activities

Depreciation expense and amortization 2,306              2,244               
Bad debt expense 103                  46                    
Amortization of deferred financing costs 3                      4                      
Loss on disposal of fixed assets (12)                   154                  
Unrealized gain on marketable securities -                   
Changes in operating assets and liabilities

Accounts receivable (10,103)           (6,127)              
Prepaid expenses and other assets (662)                 (478)                 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 2,040              282                  
Deferred revenue (430)                 (61)                   

Net cash provided by operating activities 22,881            24,480             

Cash flows from investing activities
Net purchases of investments held by trustees (20)                   (9)                     
Purchase of property, facilities and equipment (5,141)             (2,100)              
Proceeds from the sale of equipment 12                    71                    

Net cash used in investing activities (5,149)             (2,038)              

Cash flows from financing activities
   Repayments of line of credit, net -                   (307)                 

Principal payments on capital lease obligations, net (41)                   (46)                   
Principal payments on term loan (417)                 (402)                 

Net cash used in financing activities (458)                 (755)                 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 17,274            21,687             

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning 1,845              702                  

Cash and cash equivalents, end 19,119$            22,389$            

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information 
Cash paid during the year for interest 253$                 256$                 



Columbia Association, Inc. 
 

Notes to Financial Statements 
July 31, 2017 and 2016 

(in Thousands) 
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Note 1 - Organization and summary of significant accounting policies 

Organization 
Columbia Association, Inc. (the "Association") is a nonprofit membership corporation, incorporated 
under Maryland law. It develops and operates recreation and community facilities; provides 
community programs and assistance; and maintains and develops park land and open space in 
Columbia, Maryland. The Association is governed by an eleven-member Board of Directors 
comprised of the Association's President and ten members elected by residents of each of the ten 
villages. 

Use of estimates in preparing financial statements 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of 
assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual 
results could differ from those estimates. 

Cash and cash equivalents 
The Association defines cash equivalents as all highly liquid investments with maturities of ninety 
days or less when acquired, except when such investments are held by trustees for the risk 
management and workers' compensation funds. 

Accounts receivable 
Accounts receivable consist principally of membership fees receivable, which are uncollateralized 
and generally have a term of one to three years. Accounts receivable also include property 
assessments, which are collateralized by the property subject to the annual charge. 

The carrying amount of accounts receivable is reduced by a valuation allowance. The reserve for 
abatements and allowance for doubtful accounts is based on management's assessment of the 
collectability of specific member accounts and the amount of abatements residents will receive on 
their property assessment. 

Risk management fund 
Under the Association's risk management program, self-insured claims for general liability risks are 
accrued based on the best estimate of the ultimate cost of both asserted claims and unasserted 
claims from reported incidents and estimated losses from unreported incidents. Such estimates are 
reviewed by counsel. The Association is funding the risk management program under a trust fund 
arrangement, which currently provides for funding as actuarially determined by independent 
actuaries. 



Columbia Association, Inc. 
 

Notes to Financial Statements 
July 31, 2017 and 2016 

(in Thousands) 
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Workers' compensation fund 
The Association has a self-insurance program for workers' compensation. Under this program, the 
Association has a workers' compensation fund for its estimate of the ultimate cost of both asserted 
and unasserted claims from reported workers' compensation incidents. Claims and fund expenses 
are paid directly out of the workers' compensation fund. The program includes a trust deposit 
escrow account in the name of Maryland Workers' Compensation Commission for the benefit of the 
Association. The investment level of the fund is periodically reviewed by the State of Maryland 
Workers' Compensation Commission and by independent actuaries. 

Investments held by trustees 
Investments held by trustees consisting of money market funds and U.S. Government mortgage 
bonds and treasuries are stated at fair value and are reflected in the risk management fund and 
workers' compensation fund on the statements of financial position. 

Property, facilities and equipment, net 
Land includes approximately 3,400 acres of land that has been contributed to the Association since 
the establishment of the community of Columbia and is recorded at zero value. The contributed 
land is subject to a zoning ordinance limiting its usage to public or community usage. Costs of 
parks, lakes and related permanent land improvements are accounted for as land and are not 
depreciated because they have an indefinite useful life. Facilities, equipment and land 
improvements that have a limited life are stated at cost and are depreciated using the straight-line 
method.  

Assets 
Estimated 
useful lives 

   
Building and recreational facilities  10 to 40 years 
Land improvements  20 to 25 years 
Furniture, equipment and other  5 to 10 years 
   

 

Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets ("FASB ASC 360-10"), requires 
that an impairment loss be recognized only if the carrying amount of a long-lived asset is not 
recoverable from its undiscounted cash flows and that the measurement of any impairment loss be 
the difference between the carrying amount and the fair value of the asset. There were no 
impairment losses recognized during the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

Intangible assets 
Goodwill relates to the purchase of land. The annual assessment levied from this transaction 
exceeds the carrying amount of the goodwill and therefore no adjustment to carrying value is 
deemed necessary.  
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Deferred financing costs 
Expenses related to the term loan are being amortized using the effective interest method over the 
term of the respective debt. Accumulated amortization as of July 31, 2017 and 2016 was $50 and 
$35, respectively. Amortization expense for the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016 was $3 and 
$4, respectively. Estimated future amortization expense is as follows: 

Year ending
April 30, 

Amortization 
expense

2018 11$                   
2019 13                   
2020 12                   
2021 11                   
2022 10                   

 
Revenue recognition 
Property assessments consist of annual charges for which future services are not required and are 
recognized as revenue when the annual charges are levied and due. Membership and other fees 
are recognized as revenue on a pro rata basis during the membership period with unearned fees 
recorded as deferred revenue. 

Rental expense  
Rental expense is recognized over the lease terms as it becomes payable according to the 
provisions of the respective leases. However, if the rental expense varies from a straight-line basis, 
future rental expense including scheduled and specific rent increase and/or rent concession are 
recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease terms.  

Advertising 
The Association uses advertising to promote its programs among the audiences it serves. The 
costs of advertising are expensed as incurred. Advertising and promotion costs totaled $139 and 
$166 for the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

Income taxes 
Although exempt from federal and state income taxes as provided for under Section 501(c)(4) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, the Association is subject to federal and state taxes on unrelated business 
income, if any.  

The Association adopted the guidance provided in Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes 
("FASB ASC 740-10") on April 1, 2009. Management has determined that the Association has no 
material uncertain tax positions that would require recognition under the guidance. The federal and 
state income tax returns of the Association are subject to examination by the IRS and state taxing 
authorities, generally for three years after they were filed. Net unrelated business income was $0 for 
the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016. 

Reclassifications 
Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform with the current year presentation.   
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Note 2 - Accounts receivable 

Accounts receivable are comprised of the following as of July 31, 2017 and 2016: 

2017 2016

Membership fees 7,329$             13,431$           
Annual charges 11,444            6,948               
Other 357                 393                  

Total accounts receivable 19,130            20,772             
Less reserves for abatements and allowance
for doubtful accounts 1,875                2,636                

17,255$           18,136$           

 
Note 3 - Investments and other assets 

Risk management fund 
Investments included in the risk management fund are held by a Trustee and are combined in a 
portfolio, which consists of the following as of July 31, 2017 and 2016: 

Cost Fair value Cost Fair value

Cash and cash equivalents 862$                 862$                 1,405$               1,405$              
Government debt securities 5,612                5,598               5,071                5,038                
Accrued interest 21                     21                    -                    -                    

6,495$               6,481$               6,476$               6,443$               

2017 2016

 
Workers' compensation fund 
Investments included in the workers' compensation fund are held by a Trustee in a portfolio, which 
consists of the following as of July 31, 2017 and 2016: 

Cost Fair value Cost Fair value

Cash and cash equivalents 124$                 124$                 114$                  114$                 
Government debt securities 3,117                3,124               2,876                2,883                

3,241$              3,248$              2,990$               2,997$              

2017 2016

 
Note 4 - Fair value measurements  

In determining fair value, the Association uses various valuation approaches within the FASB ASC 
820 fair value measurement framework. Fair value measurements are determined based on the 
assumptions that market participants would use in pricing an asset or liability. 
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FASB ASC 820 establishes a hierarchy for inputs used in measuring fair value that maximizes the 
use of observable inputs and minimizes the use of unobservable inputs by requiring that the most 
observable inputs be used when available. FASB ASC 820 defines levels within the hierarchy 
based on the reliability of inputs as follows: 

 Level 1 - Valuations based on unadjusted quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in 
active markets; 

 Level 2 - Valuations based on quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities or identical  
assets or liabilities in less active markets, such as dealer or broker markets; and 

 Level 3 - Valuations derived from valuation techniques in which one or more significant 
inputs or significant value drivers are unobservable, such as pricing models, discounted 
cash flow models and similar techniques not based on market, exchange, dealer or broker-
traded transactions. 

The following is a description of the valuation methodologies used for instruments measured at fair 
value and their classification in the valuation hierarchy.  

Trading and available-for-sale securities  
Debt securities consisting of government agency debt obligations are generally valued at the most 
recent price of the equivalent quoted yield for such securities, or those of comparable maturity, 
quality and type.  

The following table presents assets and liabilities measured at fair value by classification within the 
fair value hierarchy as of July 31, 2017: 

Quoted prices
in active

markets for
identical assets

(Level 1)

Significant
other

observable
inputs

(Level 2) Total

Government debt securities* -$                  8,722$              8,722$              

Fair value measurements using

 
The following table presents assets and liabilities measured at fair value by classification within the 
fair value hierarchy as of July 31, 2016: 

Quoted prices
in active

markets for
identical assets

(Level 1)

Significant
other

observable
inputs

(Level 2) Total

Government debt securities* -$                 7,921$             7,921$             

Fair value measurements using
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*Government debt securities are included in the risk management fund and workers' compensation 
fund as discussed in Note 3.  

Note 5 - Property, facilities and equipment, net 

Property, facilities and equipment consist of the following as of July 31, 2017 and 2016: 

2017 2016

Land 6,533$             6,533$             
Parks, lakes and related improvements 10,400            10,400             
Land improvements 75,435            71,456             
Buildings and recreation facilities 112,415          107,404            
Furniture, equipment and other 30,450            29,505             
Construction-in-progress 10,560            6,864               

Total property, facilities and equipment 245,793          232,162            

Less accumulated depreciation 125,268          117,525            

Property, facilities and equipment, net 120,525$         114,637$          

 
Note 6 - Property assessments 

The principal source of the Association's revenue is an annual charge, based on a rate (68 cents 
per $100 of assessed valuation in both fiscal years 2017 and 2016) established annually by the 
Board of Directors, on all of Columbia's assessable real property. The Association's net assessed 
value is 50% of the State's assessed phased-in cash value subject to a 10% annual increase cap; 
however, the Board of Directors capped the increase at 3.5% for fiscal years 2018 and 2017. 

The net assessed value for assessment years beginning July 1 was as follows: 

2018 11,371,188$    
2017 10,970,394     

 
Note 7 - Line of credit 

The Association has available an unsecured line of credit with a bank, which, under a loan 
agreement, is limited to borrowings of $45,000. The outstanding note bears interest at the lower of 
the bank's prime rate or LIBOR plus 55 basis points (1.77% and 1.02% as of July 31, 2017 and 
2016, respectively) and is due on demand. Additionally, the note bears an unused commitment fee 
of 10 basis points on any difference between the preauthorized schedule of the projected 
outstanding balance and the amount of the credit actually used. The Association had $-0- 
outstanding under the line of credit as of July 31, 2017 and 2016. 
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Note 8 - Term debt 

 Term loan 

On June 26, 2014, the Association entered into a 15-year fixed rate bank loan with TD Bank in the 
amount of $30,000. The loan's interest rate is 3.63% and matures in fiscal year 2030. The 
Association began making monthly principal and interest payments in August 2014 for the term of 
the loan. The funds were used to refinance certain interim indebtedness incurred to finance capital 
improvements. As of July 31, 2017, the future loan principal payments are as follows: 

2018 1,272$              
2019 1,753               
2020 1,817               
2021 1,887               
2022 and thereafter 18,517             

   Total term loan 25,246              

Less deferred financing costs, net (94)                   

   Term loan, net 25,152$             
 

Interest expense capitalized was $11 and $0 during the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016, 
respectively. 

Capital lease obligation 
The cost and accumulated amortization of equipment under capital leases were $590 and $244, 
respectively, as of July 31, 2017, and $831 and $553, respectively, as of July 31, 2016. As of July 
31, 2017, the future minimum annual payments under capital leases are as follows: 

2018 101$                 
2019 143                  
2020 143                  
2021 54                    

Total minimum lease payments 441                  

Less amount representing interest (7)                      

Present value of net minimum lease payments 434$                 

 
Note 9 - Retirement benefit plan 

Substantially all full-time and eligible part-time employees are covered by a defined contribution 
retirement benefit plan. Contributions are based on 6% of eligible employees' salaries. Employees 
become fully vested after six years of service. Expenses under this plan were $304 and $289 for 
the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. 
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Note 10 - Commitments 

The Association leases certain facilities and equipment under operating leases. Rental expense, 
exclusive of these costs, was $492 and $489 for the periods ended July 31, 2017 and 2016, 
respectively. 

The Association records rent expense using the straight-line method over the life of the lease terms, 
which differs from the amount of rent due under the terms of the leases, resulting in a deferred rent 
payable, of $336 and $-0-, which was included in accounts payable and accrued expenses as of 
July 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

As of July 31, 2017, the Association's total commitment for minimum annual rentals, exclusive of 
maintenance and other occupancy costs, under noncancellable operating leases is: 

2018 1,140$             
2019 1,547              
2020 1,578              
2021 1,610              
2022 and thereafter 9,604              

Total 15,479$           

 
The lease for the headquarters building located on Hillside Court includes a rent abatement for the 
period September 1, 2015 to April 30, 2016 valued at $460. Accrued abatements of $390 and $450 
were included in accounts payable and accrued expenses as of July 31, 2017 and 2016, 
respectively.  

The lease for Haven on the Lake includes a rent abatement for the period September 1, 2014 to 
August 31, 2015 valued at $386. Accrued abatements of $283 and $351 were included in accounts 
payable and accrued expenses as of July 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. The lease also includes 
a tenant improvement allowance of $1,378. Accrued allowances of $1,027 and $1,252 were 
included in accounts payable as of July 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.  The abatements and 
allowances are amortized over the life of the lease and are reflected as a reduction of rent expense 
as reported in the statements of activities. 

Note 11 - Postretirement health care 

The Association sponsors a defined postretirement medical benefit plan that covers both salaried 
and nonsalaried full-time employees and their spouses or surviving spouses. The postretirement 
health care plan is contributory. The Association will provide a maximum contribution of $2.5 to 
retired employees and their spouses for employees who have 20 or more years of full-time service 
with the Association and have passed their 60th birthday. This contribution will decrease to a 
maximum of $1.5 when the retiree reaches age 65. This benefit terminates on the 10th anniversary 
of the benefit commencement date. The employee contributes the remainder of the health care 
cost.  
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The following table sets forth the funded status of the Association's postretirement health care 
benefit plan reconciled to the accrued postretirement benefits cost recognized by the Association as 
of April 30: 

2017 2016

Reconciliation of benefit obligations
Obligation at beginning of year 704$                654$                
Service cost 28                   27                    
Interest cost 27                   29                    
Actuarial gain (72)                  -                   
Benefit payments (9)                    (6)                     

Obligation at end of year 678$                 704$                 

Amount not yet recognized in net periodic
postretirement benefit costs

Unrecognized prior service credit 15$                  30$                  
Unrecognized gain 111                 48                    

Total amount not yet recognized in net periodic
postretirement benefit costs 126$                 78$                   

Net periodic postretirement benefit costs 
include

Service cost 28$                  27$                  
Interest cost 27                   29                    
Amortization of net gain from prior periods (8)                    -                   
Amortization of unrecognized prior
service cost (15)                  1                      

Net periodic postretirement benefit costs 32$                   57$                    
 

The discount rate was 5.6% as of April 30, 2016 and 2015. The gross trend rate for health care 
coverage is 10.0% grading to 4.6% over five years. 
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Assumed health care cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for the 
health care plans. A one percent change in assumed health care cost trend rates would have the 
following effects:  

1% increase 1% decrease

Effect on total service and interest cost
components of net periodic postretirement
health care benefit cost 7$                    (6)$                   
Effect on the health care component of the
accumulated postretirement benefit
obligation 84                   (73)                     

 

The following is a projection of expected future benefits under the plan: 

   

2018 19$                
2019 21                 
2020 33                 
2021 39                 
2022 51                 
2023 - 2027 326               

489$              

 

Note 12 - Significant estimates 

Reserve for general liability self-insurance 
Under its general liability self-insurance plan, the Association accrues the estimated expense of 
general liability claims based on claims filed subsequent to year-end and an additional amount for 
incurred, but not yet reported claims based on prior experience. Accruals for such costs of $1,361 
are included in accrued expenses as of July 31, 2017 and 2016. Claim payments based on actual 
claims ultimately filed could differ materially from these estimates.  

Reserve for workers' compensation self-insurance 
Under its workers' compensation self-insurance plan, the Association accrues the estimated 
expense of workers' compensation claims based on claims filed subsequent to year-end and an 
additional amount for incurred, but not yet reported claims based on prior experience.  

Accruals for such costs of $2,292 and $2,206 are included in accrued expenses as of July 31, 2017 
and 2016, respectively. Claim payments based on actual claims ultimately filed could differ 
materially from these estimates. 
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Note 13 - Concentration of credit risk 

The Association maintains its cash balance in several accounts in various banks. At times, these 
balances may exceed the federal insurance limits; however, the Association has not experienced 
any losses with respect to its bank balances in excess of government provided insurance. 
Management believes that no significant concentration of credit risk exists with respect to these 
cash balances as of July 31, 2017.  

Note 14 - Contingencies 

The Association is periodically a party to various lawsuits, claims and investigations, both actual 
and potential arising in the normal course of business. Based on internal review and advice of legal 
counsel, management believes the ultimate outcome of these matters, individually and in the 
aggregate, will not have a material adverse effect on the Association's financial position or results of 
operations. 
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       DRAFT  2 

Minutes of the 3 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 4 

Held: July 27, 2017 5 

 6 
         To be approved: September 28, 2017 7 
 8 

A meeting of the Columbia Association Board of Directors was held on Thursday, July 27, 2017  at Columbia 9 
Association headquarters. Present were Chairman Andrew Stack and members Dick Boulton, Lin Eagan, Janet 10 
Evans, Alan Klein, Milton Matthews, Nancy McCord, Gregg Schwind, Ginny Thomas. Chao Wu, and Shari 11 
Zaret.  Also present was CA Vice President/CFO Susan Krabbe. 12 
  13 
1. Call to Order: The Board of Directors Meeting was called to order at 7:31 p.m. by Chairman Andrew Stack. 14 
 15 
2. Announcement of Closed/Special Meetings: 16 

 17 
The Audit Committee held a closed meeting on June 26, 2017 at Columbia Association headquarters.  18 
Members present were Janet Evans, Nancy McCord, Gregg Schwind, and James Young. The vote to close the 19 
meeting was 4-0-0. 20 
 21 
The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Act, Md. Code, Real Property §11B-111 22 
(4)(i) discussion of matters pertaining to employees and personnel; and §11B-111 (4)(iv) consultation with 23 
staff personnel, consultants, attorneys, board members or other persons in connection with pending or 24 
potential litigation or other legal matters. The meeting was closed from 8:10 p.m. until 9:13 p.m. to review 25 
internal audit reports and consultation with staff personnel on legal matters. 26 
 27 
The Architectural Resource Committee held a closed meeting on July 10, 2017 at Columbia Association 28 
headquarters. Members present were Shari Fanaroff, Deb Bach, Evamarie Lambright, Tum Mungo and Gracie 29 
Bradford. The vote to close the meeting was 5-0-0.  30 
 31 
The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Act, Md. Code, Real Property §11B-32 
111(4)(iv) consultation with staff personnel, consultants, attorneys, board members or other persons in 33 
connection with pending or potential litigation. The meeting was closed from 1:06 p.m. until 2:15 p.m. to 34 
discuss new and ongoing covenant cases. 35 
 36 
The Audit Committee held a closed meeting on July 26, 2017 at Columbia Association headquarters.  37 
Members present were Janet Evans, Nancy McCord, Gregg Schwind, Ed Berman and James Young (via 38 
phone). The vote to close the meeting was 5-0-0. The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland 39 
Homeowners Act, Md. Code, Real Property §11B-111 (4)(i) discussion of matters pertaining to employees 40 
and personnel; and §11B-111 (4)(iv) consultation with staff personnel, consultants, attorneys, board members 41 
or other persons in connection with pending or potential litigation or other legal matters. 42 
The meeting was closed from 9:22 p.m. until 10:20 p.m. to discuss Cohn Reznick’s review of internal controls 43 
and other communication with internal audit. 44 
 45 

3.  Approval of Agenda 46 
Action: Mr. Schwind moved to add “State Highway Administration Stream Restoration Program" as Item 11 47 

and suspend the rules to allow a vote on the issue. Ms. Thomas seconded the motion, which passed 48 
unanimously. 49 

Action: The agenda, as amended, was approved unanimously. 50 
 51 
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4. Disclosure of Conflict of Interest: none 52 

5. Resident Speakout 53 
a)  Alan Feinstein, Long Reach, spoke about the lack of signage at the Lakefront regarding the distance from 54 
buildings people should stand when smoking. He also spoke about spots on pipes at Columbia Gym. 55 
b)  Tim Lattimer, Long Reach, spoke about the “We Are Still In” declaration in support of the Paris 56 
Agreement regarding climate change. 57 
c)  Pat Hersey, Oakland Mills, spoke about the “We Are Still In” pledge regarding climate change and praised 58 
CA’s efforts to reduce its carbon footprint. 59 
d) Alisa Niefeld-Batiz, Oakland Mills, said CA should more widely promote its environment-friendly 60 
practices. 61 
e) Janet Rude, Oakland Mills, spoke about the “We Are Still In” pledge regarding climate change. 62 
f) Ginger Scott, Wilde Lake: 1) thanked Nancy McCord for timely summaries of CA board meetings; 2) spoke 63 
about alcohol sales at Fairway Hills golf course; and 3) supported the “We Are Still In” pledge.  64 
g) Larry Liebesman, Town Center, spoke about the “We Are Still In” pledge regarding climate change. 65 
h) Michael Cornell, River Hill, spoke about the “We Are Still In” regarding climate change. 66 
i) Joel Hurewitz, Harper’s Choice, spoke about the “We Are Still In” pledge regarding climate change. 67 

 68 
6.  Approval of Minutes of June 22, 2017 69 

Action: Ms. Thomas moved that the minutes of June 22, 2017 be accepted as presented. Mr. Boulton 70 
seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  71 

  72 
7. Chairman’s Remarks 73 
 Mr. Stack noted the following meetings and events: 74 

July 30 – August 28: Columbia Athletic Club will be closed for renovations 75 
August 7:  CA Board and Inner Arbor Trust Board joint meeting at CA 76 
August 14: Ice Rink reopens 77 
August 21: BOC meeting 78 
September 9: 50

th
 Birthday Plein Air celebration at Lakefront 79 

September 14: CA work session 80 
 81 
Mr. Stack also said he enjoyed the 50

th
 birthday party at Merriweather. And he thought the discussions were 82 

good at the county’s development regulations meetings with the village boards and with the general public. 83 
He has begun scheduling meetings with each village board during September through November. 84 
 85 

8. Reports Submitted  86 
    (a) President’s Report 87 

- Mr. Matthews is now chair of the Sustainability Task Force at Howard Community College. 88 
- General Counsel Shari Fanaroff received a national award from the First Chair organization as an in-89 

house counsel who has “made significant contributions to the legal community.” 90 
- Megan Hart, lifeguard cluster leader for Kendall Ridge and other pools, became the first CA lifeguard 91 

to receive a Golden Guard award from an international firm that audits standards for aquatic safety.  92 
- Ms. Evans said CA should do more to promote its sustainability efforts. 93 
- Mr. Matthews, Michelle Miller and Leslie Barnet met with Acting School Superintendent Michael  94 

Martirano about ways CA can continue to collaborate with the Howard County Public School System. 95 
- In response to questions from Board members, CA staff said: 96 

o HVAC work is being done at the Athletic Club. 97 
o Mr. Matthews serves on the boards of directors for the Howard County Chamber of 98 

Commerce, Downtown Columbia Partnership, and Downtown Columbia Arts and Culture 99 
Commission. 100 

o CA Community Planner Scott Templin said CA is collaborating with the county’s Economic 101 
Development Authority to institute a Columbia Village Centers Retail Development Program 102 
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to strengthen village centers as retailing and community gathering destinations. CA has met 103 
with village center merchants and village managers to promote the program. CA will provide 104 
the Board with a written outline of the process that will be followed, and will provide the 105 
Board with regular updates about the progress of the program. 106 

o Nothing has been finalized with Orchard Development re: Long Reach Village Center. 107 
o Amy Gowan, Deputy Director of the county’s Planning and Zoning Department, said the 108 

county may enter into an agreement with Long Reach Village Center developers in August. 109 
 110 

(b) Report from the CA Representative to the Inner Arbor Trust Board of Directors 111 
Ms. Eagan provided a written report.  112 

(c) Financial Reports –  113 
1. FY 2017 Financial Statements and Independent Auditor’s Report – Columbia Association, Inc. 114 
2. December 31. 2016 Financial Statements and Independent Auditor’s Report – Columbia Association, 115 

Inc. Incentive Savings Plan and Trust 116 
3. FY 2017 Fourth Quarter Financial Report  117 

  118 
  Ms. McCord said auditors met with Board Finance Committee and said the auditors commended CA staff for 119 

being well trained and working proactively. 120 
 121 
9. Board Action 122 
 (a) Consent Agenda  123 

1. Annual Charge Rate and Cap for the FY 2019 and Conditional FY 2020 budget. 124 
2. Proposed FY 2019 and Conditional FY 2020 Capital and Operating Budget Parameters 125 
By consent, the Board approved the charge rate and cap for the FY 2019 and conditional FY 2020 budgets 126 
and the conditional FY 2020 capital and operating budget parameters. 127 
 128 

 (b) Board Votes 129 
1. Proposed Charges for FY 2018 for Advisory Committees 130 

i.    Columbia Aquatics Advisory Committee      131 
ii.   Columbia Art Center Advisory Committee 132 
iii.  Green and Golf Advisory Committee 133 
iv.  Health and Fitness Advisory Committee 134 
v.   Information Technology Advisory Committee 135 
vi.  International and Multicultural Advisory Committee 136 
vii. Senior Advisory Committee 137 
viii. Teen and Middle School Advisory Committee 138 
ix.  Tennis Advisory Committee 139 
x.   Watershed Advisory Committee 140 

  Action:  Mr. Chao moved that the Board approve all advisory committee charters except the one for 141 
the Art Center Advisory Committee.  Ms. Eagan seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 142 

                                                                                                                                                                   143 
 Action:  Mr. Schwind moved that the Board add an item to the Columbia Art Center Advisory 144 

Committee’s charge: that it consider the feasibility and placement of a piece of permanent public art on 145 
Columbia Association land. Ms. McCord seconded the motion. 146 

 147 
 Action:  After discussion, Mr. Schwind amended his motion to substitute “one or more pieces” for “a 148 

piece.” The amendment passed. Vote: 8-2-0. 149 
For:   Messrs. Boulton, Klein, Schwind, Stack, and Wu; Mses. McCord, Thomas and Zaret                                                                                                                                                                  150 
Against:  Mses. Eagan and Evans 151 
Abstain:  none 152 

 153 
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    Action:  Mr. Boulton moved that the Board approve the revised proposed charges for the Columbia 154 
     Art Center Committee. Mr. Schwind seconded the motion, which passed. Vote: 9-0-1. 155 
 For:  Messrs. Boulton, Klein, Schwind, Stack, and Wu; Mses. Eagan, McCord, Thomas and 156 
                    Zaret                                                                                                                                                    157 

Against:  none 158 
Abstain:  Ms. Evans 159 

 160 
 10. Board Discussion 161 
      (a) New Town Zoning 162 

Planning Director Jane Dembner gave an overview of the history of New Town Zoning in Columbia and 163 
the zoning process. She listed several issues to consider when assessing development regulations for New 164 
Town: 165 
- Outside of Downtown Columbia and the village centers, owners of non-residential New Town-zoned 166 

land who want to change their property’s land use often need permission from the original petitioner, 167 
HRD.  168 

- Overall land use minimums and maximums may need to be amended to address current development 169 
trends or to influence land use changes. 170 

- Outside of downtown, residential land is essentially built out. 171 
- There are 265 recorded New Town Final Development Plans, plus amendments, with no 172 

comprehensive visual for the approved land use framework for Columbia. 173 
- Transitioning employment industrial areas/corridors 174 
- There are no redevelopment and infill standards for New Town. 175 
- Outparcels are sometimes developed in ways that are not compatible with the look of Columbia. 176 
- There are no Moderate Income Housing Unit requirements for New Town-zoned land. 177 
- The development/re-development project review process for Downtown and village centers is very 178 

complex. 179 
- The New Town zoning district regulations have no “purpose” statement. 180 

 181 
She and Howard County Planning Director Valdis Lazdins addressed Board members’ questions regarding 182 
zoning classifications, the zoning process for New Town and for village centers, and the role of a consultant 183 
Howard County has hired to assess its development process. Ms. Dembner said the consultant advised the 184 
county to determine what it values, then determine what is happening that seems to be a violation of those 185 
values. 186 
 187 
The county plans to revise its development regulations in a few years. Mr. Lazdins said he would try to 188 
arrange for the consultants to meet with the CA Board in November. 189 
 190 
Ms. Dembner will send Board members tonight’s presentation, including the list of issues. Mr. Stack urged 191 
Board members to list additional issues, if they see fit, and to note what they consider good characteristics of 192 
Columbia planning and how current practices might detract from those characteristics. 193 

 194 
Mr. Boulton left at 10:03 p.m. 195 
 196 
 (b) Plan for Young Adults 197 

Mr. Matthews presented an outline of potential steps to produce recommendations for increasing ways for 198 
young adults to become more engaged in Columbia, including increasing participation in CA’s Sports and 199 
Fitness programs and activities. Board members suggested that, in addition to suggesting ways to increase 200 
interest in existing programs, CA also determine what kinds of additional activities might appeal to young 201 
adults, such as community leadership training or new community places to simply hang out. 202 
 203 

11. State Highway Administration Stream Restoration Program 204 
Open Space Director Dennis Mattey and Watershed Manager John McCoy described a stream restoration 205 
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grant competition funded by the Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) that would enable SHA to 206 
fulfill stream remediation and maintenance requirements for private land affected by highway runoff. The 207 
SHA plans to make several awards to gain permanent easements so it can hire contractors to install, inspect, 208 
and perpetually maintain stream restoration projects. CA staff recommends that the Board authorize CA 209 
staff to issue letters of intent for potential perpetual easements associated with the SHA stream restoration 210 
program. The potential easements are near Lake Kittamaqundi, Wilde Lake tributary, and near Patriot Pond 211 
in Oakland Mills. The letters of intent are a requirement for the proposals. The deadline for submitting 212 
proposals is August 31, 2017.  213 

 Action:  Mr. Wu moved that the Board authorize CA staff to issue letters of intent for easements associated 214 
with the Maryland State Highway Administration stream restoration program. Mr. Klein seconded 215 
the motion, which passed unanimously. Vote: 9-0-0. 216 

 217 
12. Tracking Forms 218 
  (a) Tracking Form for Board Requests 219 
  (b) Tracking Form for Resident Requests 220 
 221 
Mr. Schwind repeated Ms. Evans’ earlier request that a column be added to tracking forms to enable members to 222 
click on links and see how issues have been resolved. 223 

 224 
13. Talking Points Recording Secretary Valerie Montague read the Talking Points. 225 
 226 
14.  Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 10:47 p.m. 227 
 228 
Respectfully submitted, 229 
 230 
Valerie Montague 231 
Recording Secretary 232 



 
 

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS TO BOARD 
 
Date:  September 19, 2017 
 
To:  Columbia Association Board of Directors 
 
From:  Nancy McCord, Audit Committee Chair 
 
Subject: Office of Internal Audit Charter 
 
Issue:  The Audit Committee reviews the Office of Internal Audit Charter annually and 
last recommended revisions in 2015.  At its meeting held September 18, 2017, committee 
members discussed modifications to the document.  
 
Discussion: The Audit Committee recommends modifications to the document to include 
additional content suggested by the Institute of Internal Auditors, and to reflect current 
responsibilities of Internal Audit.  See the attached document with changes noted in red.   
 
Recommendation of Committee:  
 
By a vote of   ___5__ For      __0__ Opposed     __0__ Abstain   
 

Has no recommendation.  
 
Recommends the following action be taken or motion be approved by the CA Board of 
Directors in regards to the issue described above.   

 
Justification for Recommendation:  The Office of Internal Audit Charter should be revised to 
include additional content recommended by the Institute of Internal Auditors and to reflect 
current responsibilities of the office. 
 
Motion: The recommendation must be written in the form of a motion or resolution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Action recommended by committee in lieu of motion or in addition to motion:  none. 

 

The Audit Committee recommends that the Board of Directors approve the Office of Internal 
Audit Mission Statement and Charter as amended. 
 
 
 

X 
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Office of Internal Audit Charter 

 

Purpose and Mission  

 
The purpose of Columbia Association (CA)’s Office of Internal Audit is to provide independent 

and objective assurance and consulting services designed to add value and improve CA’s 

operations.  Internal Audit’s mission is to enhance and protect organizational value by providing 

risk-based and objective assurance, advice, and insight.  The Office of Internal Audit helps CA to 

accomplish its objectives in order to evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of CA’s operations, 

financial reporting, internal controls, and policies and procedures.  by offering a systematic, 

disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the governance, risk management, and control 

processes. 

 

Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing 

 

The Office of Internal Audit will adhere to the mandatory elements of the Institute of Internal 

Auditor’s International Professional Practices Framework, including the Core Principles for the 

Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, the Definition of Internal Auditing, the Code of 

Ethics, and the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing 

(“Standards”).   

 

Authority 

 

The Director of Internal Audit shall report administratively to the President/CEO and 

functionally to the President/CEO and the Audit Committee.   

 

The director and other staff of the Office of Internal Audit are authorized to: 

 

 Have unrestricted access to all functions, records, property, and personnel pertinent to 

carrying out any engagement, subject to accountability for confidentiality and 

safeguarding of records and information.  In the case of records and communications 

which are protected by the attorney-client privilege or are otherwise legally recognized as 

privileged documents or communications, the Office of Internal Audit may not further 

disclose such documents or communications to any party outside of CA unless the Board 

has voted to waive the privilege. 

 Allocate resources, set frequencies, select subjects, determine scopes of work, apply the 

techniques required to accomplish audit objectives, and issue reports. 
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The Director of Internal Audit will have unrestricted access to and communicate and interact 

directly with the Audit Committee, including in private meetings without management present. 

 

Independence and Objectivity 

 
The Director of Internal Audit will ensure that the Office of Internal Audit remains free from all 

conditions that threaten the ability of internal auditors to carry out their responsibilities in an 

unbiased manner, including matters of audit selection, scope, procedures, frequency, timing, and 

report content.   

 

Independence requires that the auditors’ work be performed freely and objectively  Internal 

auditors will have no authority over or direct operational responsibility for any of the activities 

audited.  Accordingly, internal auditors will not implement internal controls, develop procedures, 

install systems, prepare records, or engage in any other activity that may impair their judgment.      

 

Where the Director of Internal Audit has or is expected to have roles and/or responsibilities that 

fall outside of internal audit, safeguards will be established to limit impairments to independence 

or objectivity. 

 

The Director of Internal Audit will confirm to the Audit Committee, at least annually, the 

independence of the Office of Internal Audit and whether any interference in determining the 

scope of internal auditing, performing work, and/or communicating results was experienced. 

 

Scope of Internal Audit Activities 

 

The scope of internal audit activities encompasses, but is not limited to, objective examinations 

of evidence for the purpose of providing independent assessments to the Audit Committee, 

management, and outside parties.  Internal audit assessments include evaluating whether:  

 

 Risks relating to the achievement of CA’s strategic objectives are appropriately 

identified and managed. 

 The results of operations or programs are consistent with established goals and 

objectives for the organization. 

 Operations or programs are carried out effectively and efficiently. 

 Processes and systems enable compliance with applicable policies, procedures, laws, and 

regulations. 

 Information provided is reliable and has integrity. 

 Resources are acquired economically, used in the most productive manner, and 

adequately protected. 

 Quality and continuous improvement are fostered in the organization’s control processes. 

 

The Director of Internal Audit coordinates activities, where possible, and considers relying upon 

the work of other internal and external assurance and consulting service providers as needed.   
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The Office of Internal Audit may perform advisory and consultative services, provided the 

Office of Internal Audit does not assume management responsibility.    

 

Responsibility 

 

The responsibilities of the Director of Internal Audit include: 

 

 Developing a flexible biannual audit plan (subject to adjustment to accommodate higher 

priorities) using an appropriate risk-based methodology, including any risks or control 

concerns identified by management, and submitting that plan to the President/CEO for 

feedback and the Audit Committee for review and approval. 

 Implementing the biannual audit plan, as approved, including special projects as 

appropriate. 

 Communicating to the President/CEO and the Audit Committee any significant interim 

changes to the internal audit plan and the impact of resource limitation on the plan. 

 Issuing a report to management following each internal audit engagement. 

 Communicating engagement results to the Audit Committee and appropriate parties as 

needed. 

 Conducting appropriate follow up on engagement findings and recommendations and 

reporting quarterly to the President/CEO and the Audit Committee any unresolved 

findings.  

 Keeping the Audit Committee informed of emerging trends and successful practices in 

internal auditing. 

 Establishing and ensuring adherence to policies and procedures designed to guide the 

Office of Internal Audit. 

 Establishing a quality assurance program by which the Director of Internal Audit assures 

the operation of internal auditing activities and communicating the results of internal and 

external assessments.  

 Issuing quarterly reports to the Audit Committee and management summarizing audit 

activities. 

 Maintaining an audit staff with relevant professional backgrounds, to include knowledge, 

skills, experience, and professional certifications to meet the requirements of this charter. 

 Monitoring CA’s ethics hotline. 

 

Quality Assurance and Improvement Program 

 
The Office of Internal Audit will maintain a quality assurance and improvement program that 

covers all aspects of its operations.  The program will include an evaluation of its conformance 

with the Standards and the IIA’s Code of Ethics.  The program will also assess the productivity 

of the Office of Internal Audit and identify opportunities for improvement.   

 

The Director of Internal Audit will report annually to the President/CEO and the Audit 

Committee regarding the Office of Internal Audit’s conformance with the Standards, based on 

results of both internal and/or external assessments.   (Internal assessments will be conducted 
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annually.  External assessments will be conducted at least once every five years by a qualified 

independent assessor or assessment team.) 

 

A summary of documents provided to the Audit Committee is attached. 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

President/CEO                 Date 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Director of Internal Audit     Date 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Audit Committee Chair     Date 
 

 

Reviewed by CA’s Audit Committee on September 18, 2017. 

Approved by CA’s Board of Directors on ____________. 

 

Revision history: 

Created:  7/27/06 

Revision 1 9/24/09 

Revision 2 7/14/11 

Revision 3 7/9/15
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Attachment to Office of Internal Audit Charter 

 

Summary of Documents Provided to the Audit Committee  
 

Document 

Frequency/timing 

provided to Audit 

Committee 

1. Confirmation of independence of Office of Internal Audit  Annually (June meeting) 

2. Biannual internal audit plan (draft) Annually (June meeting) 

3. Internal audit reports, including audit follow up reports 
Dependent on completion 

of reports. 

4. Overview of open internal audit findings 

Quarterly (June, 

September, December & 

March meetings) 

5. Office of Internal Audit progress reports 

Quarterly (June, 

September, December & 

March meetings) 

6. Report on compliance with professional standards Annually (June meeting) 

7. Quality self-assessment with independent validation 
Every five years 

(December meeting) 
  



 

 
 
 
 
Date:  September 21, 2017 

To:  Columbia Association Board of Directors (CA Board) 

From: Jane Dembner, AICP, Director of Planning and Community Affairs on 
Behalf of the Assessment Share Formula Work Team (Work Team) 

Subject: Work Team Final Report 

 

Attached please find the Work Team’s final report and recommendations for the CA 

Board’s consideration. The Work Team members will be on hand at the CA Board’s 

September 28, 2017 meeting and will be prepared to make a short presentation to 

highlight the changes we have made to our June draft recommendations.  

Please note that the body of the report and associated spreadsheets are only 15 pages in 

length. Following this, there is a compilation of the village association comments and the 

Work Team’s responses, followed by the full comments received from the ten village 

associations.  Thank you. 



September 21, 2017 

Assessment Share Formula – Work Team’s Final Report and Recommendations 

Overview of Update Review Process and Timeline  
This report provides the proposed assessment share methodology and the resulting 
recommendations of the Assessment Share Formula Work Team (Work Team) for consideration 
by the Columbia Association Board of Directors (CA Board). It is supplemented by five 
appendices, which follow the body of the report. 

The Work Team was charged with reviewing and evaluating the current Assessment Share 
Formula and proposing an updated formula. In addition, the Work Team was charged with 
reviewing the Contingency Fund and recommending changes to it and cash reserve caps, as 
needed.  

The Work Team was chaired by CA’s Director of Planning and Community Affairs and was 
comprised of Craig Barton and Kristin Shulder, village managers for Owen Brown and Wilde 
Lake village associations, respectively; and Lynn Schwartz, CA’s Director of Finance/Treasurer 
and Julie Goad, CA’s Treasury Operations Manager.  

The Work Team was charged with preparing recommendations for consideration as part of the 
FY19/20 budget process. The Work Team began work in November 2016 and met 
approximately 20 times to discuss the existing formula, develop a revised approach and prepare 
recommendations. 

The Work Team presented draft recommendations to the CA Board on June 22, 2017 and to the 
village managers on June 23rd. Later in June, representatives of the Work Team presented the 
same recommendations to a joint meeting of the village board chairs. At the invitation of River 
Hill, the Work Team also presented the recommendations to the River Hill Board in early July. 

The Work Team requested that the village boards provide written comments and suggestions 
on the draft formula by August 15, 2017 so that the Work Team could consider the comments 
and prepare a final recommendation to the CA Board in September prior to the scheduled 
September 28, 2017 work session. All ten village boards submitted written comments. The 
Work Team reviewed these comments, compiled them by topic and responded to them. This is 
documented in Appendix D. The full written comments from the villages are included in 
Appendix E. 

Current Formula Overview and History 
The formula is used to calculate the amount of funds provided annually to each village 
association. This annual funding supplements revenue earned by each association from the 
management and rental of CA’s community and neighborhood buildings as well as association 
programming fees.  

The last update to the allocation formula was approved by the CA Board in July 2012 and went 
into effect the following fiscal year (FY14). When approved by the CA Board, it was with the 
recommendation that the formula be reviewed/updated in five years.  

1 
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Contingency Fund Overview  
The purpose of the Contingency Fund is to address the exceptional needs of an association or a 
one-time expense shared by a majority of the associations. It is funded by contributions from 
the associations’ excess funds: any unspent association funds greater than 15 percent of the 
previous year's operating expenses, as specified in the Management Contract, are remitted to 
CA and added to the Contingency Fund. The amount in the Contingency Fund through FY16 was 
$417,000 and, it has been used only four times in the last five years and only seven times in the 
last ten years, total.  CA recently received all the yearend financials from the village 
associations, which include the calculation of the any excess cash that would be added to the 
Contingency Fund.  Although not yet collected by CA, this additional excess cash from FY17 
would increase the Contingency Fund to approximately $550,000. 

Recap of June 2017 Proposed Formula Approach 
After evaluating the current formula, the Work Team found that the method by which the 
funds are currently allocated needed to be revised. The existing formula is complex. In addition, 
the Work Team found that the current formula focuses too heavily on facilities, rather than the 
village associations’ main purpose, namely enhancing/building a sense of community cohesion 
(events, resident services and information exchange), elections, and covenant enforcement. At 
the same time, the current formula uses potential income generation as a reduction to a village 
association’s potential share, thus functioning, unintentionally, as a disincentive for productivity 
rather than an incentive. With this in mind, the Work Team drafted a new formula that 
separates out the two unique aspects of a village association’s work: the mission/association 
functions and the facility management related functions.  

In June 2017, the Work Team proposed a formula comprised of these two parts: a 
Mission/Association Share; and a Facility Share/Credit. The Mission/Association Share are funds 
needed to carry out the mission of the village associations. This amount is designed to be the 
larger of the two parts, since income generation from mission-related activities is relatively 
minor, and it considers the total operational cost of an association. On the other hand, the 
Facility Share/Credit is a subsidy allocated to the village associations by CA to help defray some 
of the costs associated with the management of CA community buildings. The Facility 
Share/Credit is proposed to be a much smaller amount, since any income generated from the 
rental of facilities is maintained by each village association and, in turn, covers much of the 
costs incurred. The subsidy allows for the villages associations to provide free or reduced rental 
space for various civic groups and annual charge-paying residents of Columbia.   

Recommendations/Overview of Refined Proposed Formula – September 2017 
From June through August, the Work Team received questions and comments from the CA 
Board, village boards, and village managers. Overall, the comments from the different entities 
included expressions of appreciation for the diligence of the Work Team and the development 
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of a simplified formula. The detailed comments covered a wide array of issues and ideas from 
questions about data sources and calculations to ideas for other factors or approaches that 
might be included. The comments from the village associations are fully documented in the 
appendix.  

Based on the comments and the Work Team’s continued review of the potential formula 
variables and associated available data, the final recommendations of the Work Team and 
changes from the June draft approach are highlighted below.  

Changes to the Proposed Formula Explained 

Base Amount. This is designed to cover the fixed or base amount of mission-related expenses 
of each village association regardless of size. It is calculated from the expenses of each village 
association in the following categories: fees, operating and business expenses, insurance 
(directors & officers insurance only), other printing, donations, taxes, and furniture and fixtures 
(only 1/2). The high and low village association expenditure from each category was removed 
and an average from the remaining eight village associations was calculated. All the averages 
were then added together to determine a base amount. 

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations: No changes to the 
formula. However, since FY17 data became available over the summer, the Work Team used 
the three-year average of village expenditures (FY15-17) as documented in each village’s 
yearend financial statements rather than using one year of data.  See Appendix A for each 
year’s figures based on the above calculations for each of the individual years and the three-
year average.  

Village Manager Credit. Under the proposed formula, each village association is allotted the 
cost of a Village Manager as determined by the village associations-contracted consultant 
Salary Study. The amount used is calculated at the 50th percentile, plus 401K and taxes. 

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations: No change from the June 
proposal, which already included a three percent increase from the 2016 Salary Study. The 
study was completed in 2016 and several village comments suggested that these figures should 
be adjusted to bring them up to the current year level, with an inflation factor of three percent. 
In fact, the Work Group had already increased the 2016 figures by three percent in the June 
proposal but simply forgot that we had done that at the time of the early summer 
presentations. See Appendix B for these figures from the salary study as increased by the three 
percent inflation factor.  

Covenant Credit. This is based on the total number of all properties, in each village, which pay 
the annual charge. This was calculated by first determining the average number of properties 
per village divided by the 50th percentile of a full-time Covenant Advisor salary, plus 401k and 
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taxes. This provides a result of that is then multiplied by the village’s total number of properties 
paying the annual charge.  

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations:  No change to the 
Covenant Advisor’s package, since a three percent increase to inflate the 2016 salary number 
was already part of the June proposal. The Work Team did use the recently available FY17 
property assessment billing data that became available over the summer. The July 2017 data is 
reported differently than previous years, due to very recent efforts by CA’s finance department 
to validate the village designation of each property in the CA annual charge system. The change 
in July 2017 primarily impacts Town Center but also accounts for any changes in the number of 
assessed properties by village. The most significant change was that certain commercial 
properties that had been identified as being in Town Center were removed since those 
properties are not annexed by Town Center Community Association (for instance the mall and 
other Downtown commercial properties).  

Population Credit. To account for the variances in the estimated population of each village, a 
credit is proposed to cover the cost of Special Events and Newsletters (communications). The 
formula includes the average expenditures for these two items per village association, after 
removing the high and low. When divided by the average population of a village, this result is 
then multiplied by each village’s population (2017 estimate), resulting in the amount of the 
credit.  

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations:  The Work Team’s revised 
formula now uses the county’s most recent methodology for estimating village population. 
These estimates are as of summer 2017 and resulted in an increased estimate of the total 
village population. The Work Team recommends using these as they are the most up-to-date 
population estimates by village available at this time.  This was brought to the Work Team’s 
attention by Dorsey’s Search. The population estimates used by the Work Team as part of the 
June recommended formula are based on the demographics work done by CA with consultant 
assistance and in concert with the county and the State of Maryland based on estimated 
population by village based on the 2010 US Census and then adjusted to estimate 2017. The 
newly provided estimates created by Howard County use the actual number of housing units by 
type in each village as of June 2017 (based on the Department of Planning and Zoning housing 
unit geo-referenced database) and then applies a vacancy rate and a persons per household 
factor to yield the estimated population by village. Either is a rational model. Both result in 
estimates of population. After consulting with the county, we have re-estimated the population 
by village using the more recent county method. The county has reviewed our work and 
concurs with the resulting estimates. 

The village expenditure information was updated from the FY16 dataset to the three-year 
average of village expenditures (FY15-17) as documented in each village’s yearend financial 
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statements rather than using one year of data. See Appendix A for each year’s figures based on 
the above calculations for each of the individual years and the three-year average. 

Facility Credit/Share. The total expenses for Janitorial Expense & Wages, Utilities and Repairs & 
Maintenance divided by the total square footage of all the facilities yields a per square foot 
expenditure. This amount was then multiplied by the total square footage of the Community 
and Neighborhood Centers for each village.  

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations:  Updated to include the 
addition of 880 square feet to Dorsey’s Search Meeting Room, which changed the total square 
footage of all CA community and neighborhood buildings from 109,633 to 110,513 and resulted 
in a slight change (a few cents) to the square foot multiplier. This was brought to the Work 
Team’s attention by Dorsey’s Search. The total expenditure was updated from the FY16 data set 
to the three-year average of village expenditures (FY15-17) as documented in each village’s 
yearend financial statements rather than using one year of data.  See Appendices A-1, A-2 and 
A-3 for each year’s figures based on the above calculations for each of the individual years and 
the three-year average. 

Changes to the Work Team’s Other Recommendations 

Phase-In: No change to the June recommendation. The Work Team continues to recommend 
that the new formula amount by village be phased in over three-years, with phase-in of equal 
amounts (33%) per year (FY19-FY21) to help villages adjust to the new share amount. 

Employer Paid Benefits: No change to original recommendation. The Work Team recommends 
that CA continue to pay for the employer-paid benefits for health, short-term disability and life 
insurance for village association employees. This is done outside and in addition to the 
Assessment Share Formula amount.  

Property Standards Evaluation (PSE): No change to the Work Team’s June recommendation. If 
the Contingency Fund is disbursed and the excess cash reserve cap raised or eliminated, The 
Work Team does not believe there is any need for a separate or additional fund for this activity 
and does not recommend it. The Work Team recommends that when a village seeks to 
undertake a PSE, that it plan for and do so at its own expense based on its budget priorities. 

Formula Review Schedule: No change to the Work Team’s June recommendation. The Work 
Team continues to recommend that the formula’s variables, i.e., village population, the number 
of annual charge paying properties per village, and square footage of CA neighborhood and 
community buildings located in each village be reviewed and updated every two years. The 
entire formula should be reviewed and evaluated by no later than FY24, or in five years, in time 
for inclusion in the subsequent two year budget cycle of FY25/26. 
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Where the Work Team Could Not Find Common Ground 

The Work Team worked extremely well and collaboratively throughout this 10-month process. 
There was a sense of shared responsibility and the team worked to develop a better formula 
and one that was easy to understand, calculate and justify.  We believe our recommended new 
formula is a substantial improvement and is transparent and easy to maintain and update over 
time. 

On two points that are outside the formula, the Contingency Fund disbursement and the excess 
cash reserve cap, the group was not able to come to agreement given the different 
perspectives of the village associations as expressed in their comments this summer and 
Columbia Association management views.   

• The village associations would like to see the Contingency Fund dissolved and split 
either among the ten villages only or eleven ways between CA and the villages and see 
the excess cash cap eliminated.  

• CA would like to have the Contingency Fund dissolved and split 50 percent to CA and the 
remaining 50 percent disbursed among the ten villages. CA would also agree to see the 
excess cash reserve cap increased from 15 percent to 30 percent, but not removed 
altogether.  

An Alternative Approach – The Third Way – For Contingency Fund Distribution and FY17/18 
Cash Reserves 

The Work Team also offers another approach for CA Board consideration related to the 
interconnected issue of Contingency Fund distribution and the amount of village cash reserve 
caps for FY17 (last year) and FY18 (current year).  This alternative approach would result in 
considerable amount of funding that the villages can retain in a rainy day fund for unusual or 
unanticipated expenditures or use in FY19 for to ease the transition to the new formula. 

The Work Team’s alternative approach is that the Contingency Fund distribution 
recommendation would remain as recommended in June – that the fund be eliminated and 
that the fund balance be allocated equally between CA and the village associations (50 percent 
to CA and 50 percent to the villages), with each village receiving an equal amount.  Further, in 
this alternative, this distribution would be protected on a go-forward basis and excluded from 
any future excess cash calculation. Each village would account for these funds in a separate 
rainy day fund that could be used at their discretion including for unusual or unanticipated 
expenditures.   

In addition, to help ease the effects of the new formula, this alternative includes the 
recommendation that any village receiving a smaller allocation of annual funds under the new 
formula than under the existing formula (comparing the proposed new formula results for FY18 
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as compared to the FY18 allocation under the existing formula), would be permitted to retain 
FY17 excess cash above 15 percent to lessen the impact of the reduced funding.  

Further, this FY17 excess cash amount would be protected, in the same manner as the 
distributed Contingency Funds, on a go-forward basis and excluded for any future excess cash 
calculations. Each village would also account for these funds in the same rainy day fund as the 
distributed Contingency Funds.  

For FY18, regardless of the year-end cash and reserve balances, this alternative recommends 
that no excess cash remittances for the amounts above 15 percent be required of the village 
associations. This would be a one-time exclusion and could, depending on each village’s 
operating results, provide cash availability to villages during the first year of the transition to 
the new formula. The FY18 excess cash amounts would not be protected or excluded from the 
excess cash calculation at the end of FY19 and subsequent periods.   

The table below shows financial impact of this alternative for each village. 

 

  

Alternative Approach for Contingency Fund Distribution; FY17 and FY18 Cash Reserves

FY17 Waiver 
Amount

50/50 
Contingency 

Fund Split
Sub-Total

DSCA 24,738$         24,738$       
HCCA 17,287$                24,738$         42,025$       
HRCA 24,738$         24,738$       
KCCA 24,738$         24,738$       
LRCA 24,738$         24,738$       

OMCA 21,346$                24,738$         46,084$       
OBCA 4,430$                   24,738$         29,168$       
RHCA 24,738$         24,738$       
TCCA 24,738$         24,738$       
WLCA 17,866$                24,738$         42,604$       

CA 247,380$       247,380$     
Total 60,929$                494,760$       555,689$     

* to be calculated at FY18 yearend

N/A
TBD*

TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*

Incentive: Each village would 
retain all excess cash reserves 
from FY18 to use during FY19 

during transition to new formula

FY18 Waiver Amount*

TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*

Excluded From Excess Cash Calculation In 
Perpetuity - Each Village to Establish Rainy 

Day Fund to Manage This One-Time 
Distribution
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Board Decision Needed on Cash Reserve Cap for FY19 and Beyond 

This issue is still unresolved and the Work Team was not able to come to a joint 
recommendation for the Board’s consideration.  

Village Position: The villages’ desire is to lift the cap on how much cash they can retain and to 
have the freedom to manage their operations and to have cash reserves for unintended 
expenditures, costly projects or programs that happen only once every few years, or for 
emergencies. 

CA Staff Position: Given that the above recommended cash reserve waivers for FY17 and FY18 
in the Alternative Approach and the Contingency Fund distribution will result in substantial cash 
amounts for the village associations, CA Staff supports the excess cash reserve cap for FY19 and 
beyond remain as recommended in June – increasing from the current level of 15 percent to 30 
percent – and that any excess be returned to CA to help defray the investments that CA makes 
on behalf of the villages including health insurance payments, building repairs and 
maintenance, covenant legal fees, and the funding for the Covenants Administrator position, 
which, together in FY17, equaled approximately $785,000.  

Appendix C includes cash balances and reserves for each village through year end FY17 (April 
30, 2017). 

Results 

The recommended assessment share formula results spreadsheet is included on the next page, 
which documents the new formula and results, the difference from the existing formula results, 
and the recommended three-year phase. Additional information is included in the appendices, 
which are attached to this report. 
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Sept. 2017 Proposed Assessment Share Formula - Recommended by the Assessment Share Work Team - Using FY15-17 (3-Year Avg.) Expense Data

Proposed Mission/Association Share DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total
Base Amount 38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        

Village Manager Credit 91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        

Number of Village Properties 2075 2259 3127 2793 5071 2551 3327 2270 1007 2192 26,672
Advisor package divided by 2667 22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          

Covenant Credit 46,024$        50,105$        69,357$        61,949$        112,475$      56,581$        73,793$        50,349$        22,335$        48,619$        

County Population Estimate 7327 8400 12087 10336 15648 9078 10424 6183 4687 6543 90,713
 Events & Newsletter Avg. divided by 9,071 3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            

Population Credit 28,649$        32,844$        47,260$        40,414$        61,184$        35,495$        40,758$        24,176$        18,326$        25,583$        
Total Association Share 205,144$     213,421$     247,089$     232,835$     304,130$     222,548$     245,023$     204,996$     171,133$     204,674$     2,250,993$  

Proposed Facility Credit
Total Square Footage 8076 14962 4192 4519 22607 12426 6824 7436 12984 16487 110513

Jan., Util. and Repairs/Main divided by Sq. Ft. 7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            
Total Facility Credit 62,024$        114,908$     32,195$        34,706$        173,622$     95,432$        52,408$        57,108$        99,717$        126,620$     848,740$     

Proposed Combined Share Amount 267,168$     328,329$     279,284$     267,540$     477,752$     317,980$     297,431$     262,105$     270,851$     331,294$     3,099,733$  
FY18 Share Amount (Current Formula) 271,242$      350,685$      268,322$      262,075$      370,707$      374,821$      311,271$      255,980$      262,662$      367,576$      3,095,341$  

Difference (4,074)$         (22,356)$      10,962$        5,465$          107,045$      (56,841)$      (13,840)$      6,125$          8,189$          (36,282)$      4,392$          

Proposed FY19 Phase-In Base 269,885$      343,240$      271,972$      263,895$      406,353$      355,893$      306,662$      258,019$      265,389$      355,494$      
with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* 277,928$     353,469$     280,077$     271,759$     418,462$     366,499$     315,801$     265,708$     273,297$     366,088$     3,189,088$  

% change from FY18 Base 2.5% 0.8% 4.4% 3.7% 12.9% -2.2% 1.5% 3.8% 4.0% -0.4%
change from FY18 Base 6,686$          2,784$          11,755$        9,684$          47,755$        (8,322)$         4,530$          9,728$          10,635$        (1,488)$         

Proposed FY20 Phase-In Base 276,571$      346,024$      283,727$      273,579$      454,108$      347,570$      311,192$      267,748$      276,024$      354,006$      
with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* 284,813$     356,336$     292,182$     281,732$     467,641$     357,928$     320,466$     275,727$     284,250$     364,555$     3,285,629$  

Proposed FY21 Phase-In Base 283,456$      348,891$      295,832$      283,552$      503,287$      339,000$      315,857$      277,766$      286,976$      352,473$      
with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* 291,903$     359,288$     304,648$     292,002$     518,285$     349,102$     325,269$     286,044$     295,528$     362,977$     3,385,047$  

* Inflation factor shown as 2.98% for illustrative purposes - actual rate may change



Appendix A-1 - Association/Mission Related Expenses
Highest  (green)  and Lowest (yellow) values removed prior to calculation of average 

FY2015 Association/Mission Related Expenses Remove
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total High/Low Avg.

Fees 14,994$        16,053$        14,339$        7,699$          10,971$          7,423$          9,199$             35,022$        31,510$          16,722$        163,932$   15,186$          
Operating 19,064$        19,045$        9,386$          8,262$          33,837$          9,660$          5,176$             6,680$          17,594$          13,434$        142,138$   12,891$          
Business 473$              2,806$          2,806$          927$              1,581$             3,931$          2,449$             2,163$          658$                1,545$          19,339$     1,867$            
Insurance (D&O) 3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          30,000$     3,000$            
Other Printing -$                   575$              4,872$          124$              32$                  10,987$        189$                296$              3,137$             104$              20,316$     1,166$            
Donations 500$              2,018$          450$              350$              610$                2,800$          10,550$          300$              460$                5,200$          23,238$     1,549$            
Taxes 273$              266$              (485)$            94$                114$                (256)$            920$                61$                136$                239$              1,362$       116$                
Furniture & Fixtures (1/2) 1,713$          1,297$          82$                244$              2,982$             1,245$          1,675$             2,768$          853$                1,803$          14,662$     1,450$            

Total 40,017$        45,060$        34,450$        20,700$        53,127$          38,790$        33,158$          50,290$        57,348$          42,047$        414,987$   37,224$          

FY2016 Association/Mission Related Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Average

Fees 9,362$          16,102$        14,018$        14,745$        10,546$          21,057$        14,825$          19,966$        34,358$          8,124$          163,103$   15,077.63$    
Operating 16,009$        24,519$        9,136$          8,186$          37,854$          5,230$          7,061$             6,975$          25,218$          12,516$        152,704$   13,703$          
Business 613$              1,079$          2,924$          962$              1,170$             2,067$          2,678$             2,997$          2,472$             1,850$          18,812$     1,900$            
Insurance (D&O) 3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          30,000$     3,000$            
Other Printing -$                   655$              854$              266$              35$                  13,212$        106$                209$              3,410$             361$              19,108$     737$                
Donations 600$              2,648$          1,120$          150$              750$                4,500$          11,770$          300$              774$                4,750$          27,362$     1,930$            
Taxes 156$              343$              164$              102$              875$                73$                301$                48$                -$                     242$              2,304$       179$                
Furniture & Fixtures (1/2) 1,238$          3,434$          643$              1,903$          3,292$             647$              802$                1,636$          3,508$             3,254$          20,357$     2,026$            

Total 30,978$        51,780$        31,859$        29,314$        57,522$          49,786$        40,543$          35,131$        72,740$          34,097$        433,750$   38,552$          

FY2017 - Association/Mission Related Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Average

Fees 16,163$        55,167$        20,517$        12,299$        14,981$          18,579$        4,277$             18,503$        23,034$          11,792$        195,312$   16,984$          
Operating 13,104$        23,222$        11,847$        8,818$          37,651$          7,388$          11,343$          6,569$          19,863$          13,074$        152,879$   13,582$          
Business 609$              1,233$          2,734$          998$              1,687$             4,755$          1,929$             2,848$          1,485$             1,934$          20,212$     1,856$            
Insurance (D&O) 3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          30,000$     3,000$            
Other Printing -$                   -$                   5,048$          157$              650$                6,246$          177$                282$              1,251$             360$              14,171$     991$                
Donations 1,225$          2,440$          1,500$          480$              300$                4,316$          10,940$          524$              750$                7,000$          29,475$     2,279$            
Taxes 733$              347$              140$              114$              467$                95$                484$                673$              771$                262$              4,086$       403$                
Furniture & Fixtures (1/2) 455$              103$              2,282$          833$              4,417$             791$              879$                684$              1,302$             2,116$          13,860$     1,168$            

Total 35,289$        85,512$        47,068$        26,699$        63,153$          45,170$        33,029$          33,083$        51,456$          39,538$        459,995$   40,262$          

Three-Year Average Mission Expenses 38,679$          Base Amount



Appendix A-2 Facility Expenses

FY15 Facility Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Janitorial 11,162$       105,431$    28,280$       16,931$       30,854$       48,409$       24,783$       34,380$       31,258$       47,886$       379,374$      
Utilities 16,622$       47,227$       11,929$       14,979$       63,004$       40,105$       25,558$       27,169$       32,376$       45,836$       324,805$      
Repairs and Maintenance 24,736$       21,890$       5,190$         6,423$         16,386$       16,357$       16,273$       14,484$       14,055$       21,454$       157,248$      

 
Total 52,520$       174,548$    45,399$       38,333$       110,244$    104,871$    66,614$       76,033$       77,689$       115,176$    861,427$      

FY16 Facility Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Janitorial 10,894$       107,476$    32,206$       17,887$       35,142$       42,402$       25,789$       36,814$       30,711$       47,854$       387,175$      
Utilities 15,499$       41,503$       9,073$         14,774$       59,426$       34,649$       21,664$       23,175$       26,286$       41,250$       287,299$      
Repairs & Maintenance 26,879$       26,844$       6,337$         6,849$         22,561$       21,529$       16,023$       11,218$       21,198$       20,142$       179,580$      

 
TOTAL 53,272$       175,823$    47,616$       39,510$       117,129$    98,580$       63,476$       71,207$       78,195$       109,246$    854,054$      

FY2017 - Facilities Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Janitorial expenses 12,065$       77,705$       30,035$       18,573$       34,333$       48,658$       27,077$       42,288$       36,262$       52,668$       379,664$      
Utilities 17,235$       37,951$       9,249$         14,642$       56,775$       35,873$       23,490$       24,137$       23,574$       38,344$       281,270$      
Repairs and Maintenance 15,132$       18,730$       4,849$         10,274$       28,950$       19,563$       13,661$       17,049$       20,690$       21,775$       170,673$      

 
Total 44,432$       134,386$    44,133$       43,489$       120,058$    104,094$    64,228$       83,474$       80,526$       112,787$    831,607$      

Three-Year Average 849,029$      
Total Sq. ft. 8076 14962 4192 4519 22607 12426 6824 7436 12984 16487 110513

7.68$             



Appendix A-3 Population Credit
Highest  (green)  and Lowest (yellow) values removed prior to calculation of average 

FY15 Population Credit Remove
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total High/Low Avg.

Newsletters 14,525$   11,440$   31,721$   22,015$   42,593$   20,862$   33,809$   43,795$   9,151$     13,974$   243,885$        23,867$   
Special Events 17,563$   11,404$   8,836$     6,796$     14,813$   28,333$   17,617$   8,380$     11,013$   10,457$   135,212$        12,510$   

Total 32,088$   22,844$   40,557$   28,811$   57,406$   49,195$   51,426$   52,175$   20,164$   24,431$   379,097$        36,378$   

FY16 Population Credit
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Avg.

Newsletters 12,238$   9,278$     26,512$   21,549$   29,827$   20,465$   37,518$   45,269$   14,431$   13,973$   231,060$        22,064$   
Special Events 22,677$   10,742$   9,068$     6,916$     11,783$   20,138$   31,470$   11,803$   9,590$     9,592$     143,779$        13,174$   

-$                     
Total 34,915$   20,020$   35,580$   28,465$   41,610$   40,603$   68,988$   57,072$   24,021$   23,565$   374,839$        35,238$   

FY2017 Population Credit
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Avg.

Newsletters 12,603$   9,053$     24,306$   19,117$   28,897$   19,311$   38,298$   45,565$   13,192$   14,328$   224,670$        21,257$   
Special Events 22,984$   6,700$     9,791$     9,551$     14,423$   19,837$   38,012$   8,827$     9,164$     14,253$   153,542$        13,604$   

Total 35,587$   15,753$   34,097$   28,668$   43,320$   39,148$   76,310$   54,392$   22,356$   28,581$   378,212$        34,860$   

Three-Year Average 35,492$   



Appendix B 

50% Percentile Package Breakdown 

Village Manager 

2016 Salary Study:  $78,416 With 3% inflation:  $80,769 
401K Contribution:   $4,705 401K Contribution:  $4,846 
Employer FICA:          $5,998 Employer FICA:  $6,179 
Total Package:  $89,119 Total Package:  $91,794* 

Covenant Advisor 

2016 Salary Study:  $50,523 With 3% inflation:  $52,039 
401K Contribution:   $3,031 401K Contribution:  $3,122 
Employer FICA:          $3,865 Employer FICA:  $3,981 
Total Package:  $57,419 Total Package:  $59,142* 

*Amount used in recommended assessment share formula



Appendix C
Year End FY17 Village Cash and Reserve Balances

Cash Balances
Village 4/30/2017 4/30/2017

Dorsey's Search $174,054 $56,241
Harper's Choice $347,402 $132,664
Hickory Ridge $194,079 $92,660
Kings Contrivance $178,247 $73,787
Long Reach $372,747 $132,555
Oakland Mills $301,105 $107,179
Owen Brown $188,811 $66,822
River Hill $210,749 $60,182
Town Center $321,461 $84,204
Wilde Lake $314,579 $110,134

Total $2,603,234 $916,428

Total Cash 
Reserves



Appendix D - September 21, 2017 

Appendix D 

Compilation of Village Comments and Work Team Responses by Topic 

Base Amount 

Comment: Include all insurance costs covering mission related activities 

Response: We included all insurance cost that are common to all villages for mission related activities at 
an average cost per village. 

Comment: Include all village sponsored events and communications staffing costs  

Response: Because staffing for these two areas vary great between villages, we chose to only include 
the staffing cost of the two required positions for each village.  

Comment: Increase by 3% for each year beyond FY2016 to account for rising costs 

Response: Since the current formula is essentially funding neutral with FY18 funding, we believe any 
inflationary increase to the formula is best handled by an annual inflationary amount establish by the CA 
Board for the entire assessment share, rather than any individual component.  Since FY17 data became 
available over the summer, the Work Team used the three-year average of village expenditures (FY15-
17) as documented in each village’s yearend financial statements to account for rising costs rather than
using one year of data. 

Comment: Include overhead costs related to office furniture and equipment supporting the core mission 
(like printers) 

Response:  One half of a village’s cost for furniture and fixtures, which would include equipment like 
printers, were included in the original calculation of the base amount. 

Population Credit 

Comment: Population numbers needed to be updated to use county estimates 

Response:  We agree. The populations estimates used as part of June recommended formula are based 
on the demographics work done by CA with consultant assistance and in concert with the county and 
the State of Maryland based on the 2010 US Census and then adjusted to estimate 2017. The newly 
provided estimates created by Howard County use the number of housing units by type in each village 
as of June 2017 and then applies a vacancy rate and a persons per household factor to yield the 
estimated population by village. Either is a rational model. Both result in estimates. After consulting with 
the county, we have re-estimated the population by village using the more recent county method. The 
county has reviewed our work and concurs with the resulting estimates. 

Comment: Apply two levels to the credit to account for economies of scale 

1 



Appendix D - September 21, 2017 

Response:  Though there may be some merit to this idea, we simply do not know at what level this 
occurs or what amounts to apply for the credit to be properly adjusted.  

Comment: Village Manager and Covenant Advisor Increase by three percent for inflation over FY2016 
numbers 

Response:  Both were already increased by three percent in the original proposal, we simply forgot that 
we had done that at the time of the presentations. See Appendix D of the Assessment Share Formula 
Report for the calculations for the salaries that include the adjustment. 

Covenant Credit 

Comment: Differential between single-family and multi-unit structures – provide a higher credit for 
single family units 

Response: It would be difficult to determine and quantify the difference in time and effort to provide 
covenant oversight for single and multi-unit structures so we do not recommend this approach.  

Comment: Take into account the age of the village - older buildings need more upkeep/covenant work; 
older people may need more assistance 

Response:  Owners of newer homes also make exterior alternations and additions, and as sold, they 
require letters of compliance in the same way that older homes do. In addition, the covenant 
enforcement and compliance process is the same regardless the age of the home. The age of the 
householder, and their particular needs, is beyond the scope of this assessment process.  

Facility Credit 

Comment: Villages with low facility size are at disadvantage, not addressing revenue potential 

Response:  Though it is true that villages with smaller facilities will not generate as much income as 
villages with larger or more facilities, it is also true that smaller facilities should have substantially fewer 
expenses.  In addition, smaller facilities have been some of the larger contributors to the Contingency 
Fund since the current formula went into effect in FY14.  

Comment: Village with low square footage of facilities: the facility credit does not cover all their costs, 
where it does for villages with higher square footage. 

Response:  See response directly above. 

Comment: Increase square footage credit to $10 for two villages with facilities smaller than 5,000 square 
feet 

Response: See response above. We do not believe smaller facilities are disadvantaged by the formula. 

Comment: Exclude janitorial costs associated with facility rentals/leases (setup/breakdown); only 
include base operations costs 
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Response:  This approach would dramatically lower the amount of the facility credit and not in keeping 
with the point of the credit, since rentals and leases are the primary driver for the credit. 

Phase-in 

Comment: Eliminate the three-year phase in period  

Response: We believe the phase in is necessary for all villages to adjust to the new funding levels. 

Comment: For those villages whose share would be lower than the FY 18 level, cap decrease at FY19 
phase in; don't add inflation; until amount exceeds the cap amount 

Response:  As an alternative to capping a village’s decrease in funding, we are suggesting an alternative 
for the CA Board to consider that would, for any village receiving a smaller allocation of annual funds 
under the new formula than under the existing formula (comparing the proposed new formula results 
for FY18 as compared to the FY18 allocation under the existing formula), allow the village to retain FY17 
excess cash above 15 percent to lessen the impact of the reduced funding. 

Comment: Cap the decrease for villages that will receive less than the FY18 level 

Response: See the response above. 

Property Standards Evaluation 

Comment: CA should create a separate fund for this - accessible on a rotating basis by village. If this 
happens, CA should also have more oversight/standards for implementation 

Response: If the Contingency Fund is disbursed and the cap raised or eliminated, we do not believe 
there is any need for a separate or additional fund for this activity and do not recommend this. 

Contingency Fund 

Comment: Split the existing fund amount among the 10 villages 

Response: After reviewing Village Board responses and discussing this further, the Work Team is unable 
to come to agreement on how the fund should be dispersed among the villages and CA.  The village 
representatives on the Work Team would like to see the Contingency Fund dissolved and split evenly 
among the ten villages or eleven ways between CA and the villages and see the excess cash cap 
eliminated. CA would like to have the Contingency Fund dissolved and split 50 percent to CA and the 
remaining 50 percent disbursed among the ten villages. CA would also agree to see the excess cash 
reserve cap increased from 15 percent to 30 percent, but not removed altogether.  In the final report, 
the Work Team proposes an alternative on how to distribute the Contingency Funds and address excess 
cash reserve issue for FY17 and FY18.  

Comment: Split the existing fund amount among the 10 villages and CA in 11 equal amounts 

Response: See response above. 
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Comment: Waive requirements for village to return excess cash reserves to contingency for FY17 

Response: See response above. 

Comment: Waive requirements for village to return excess cash reserves to contingency for FY17 and 18 

Response: See response above.  

Comment: If there no longer is a Contingency Fund, include a mechanism to assist villages in need 

Response: With the disbursement of the Contingency Fund and an increase or removal of the excess 
cash reserve cap, we do not believe an additional mechanism is needed.  

Comment: Keep $100,000 in the fund for three years - just in case.  

Response: Similar to the response above, we do not feel it is necessary to maintain the fund given the 
infrequency of use. 

Cap on Reserves 

Comment: Eliminate the cap 

Response:  The Work Team could not come to an agreement on this issue for FY19 and beyond. There is 
strong support from Village Boards to eliminate the cap; however, CA staff believes that an increase 
from the existing 15 percent cap to a 30 percent cap beginning in FY19 allows the Village Community 
Associations to operate effectively. 

Comment: If not eliminated, exempt Contingency Fund "refunds" from being counted as part of reserves 
calculus. 

Response:  The Work Group’s final report includes this as a proposed alternative to address the inter-
related issues of the disbursement of the Contingency Funds and the excess cash reserve amounts for 
FY17 and FY18. 

Comment: If not eliminated, use a 50% cap; any excess cash should then be used by CA for specific 
village related expenses 

Response: See response above. 

Comment: Review village cash reserves in the future to assess if adjustments in the assessment share 
are needed 

Response:  We do not believe that cash reserves are an adequate gauge for determining the assessment 
share allocation, since managerial decisions can factor greatly into a village’s reserve. We prefer to focus 
on what a village is eligible for based on certain quantifiable characteristics, rather than trying to 
evaluate a village’s efficiency or performance. 

Comment: Consider profit sharing between CA and villages instead of cap 
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Response: An interesting idea, since CA does play a large role in the success of the community centers, 
but we are unable to determine a viable and formula at this time.  

Other 

Comment: Recognize that villages with older CA buildings have higher maintenance costs, ADA 
constraints.   

Response: In general, the cost of maintenance of older buildings is higher than for newer buildings. 
However, since all operating repairs and maintenance costs over $1,000 are incurred by CA as are all 
capital investments (defined as all capital investments over $2500), any cost burden for older facilities 
falls disproportionately on CA. 

Comment: Have an independent financial analyst review and determine a recommended assessment 
share for FY19/20. 

Response: The Work Team included very well-qualified members with extensive experience on the 
workings of the assessment share formula, CA and village community association history and 
relationships, village and CA finances, and financial and overall accounting practices.   

Comment: For medical /life insurance paid for by CA, make it more flexible to accommodate mid-year 
staffing changes (Management Contract issue) 

Response: This is a Management Contract issue and not taken up by the committee. The reason the 
Management Contract has this provision is that the CA budget, once approved, is not increased to 
address staffing changes and associated employer provided insurance costs during that budget year. 
These changes are addressed in the next budget year.   
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MEMORANDUM 
 
To: Assessment Share Formula Work Team (Jane Dembner, Craig Barton, Kristin Schulder, Lynn Schwartz, and Julie 
Goad) 
From: Harper’s Choice Community Association Board of Directors 
Date: August 15, 2017 
Re: Proposed Assessment Share Formula & Village Contingency Fund Changes 
 
 
The Assessment Share Formula  
 
Preliminarily, there is a philosophical issue to address.  This goes to the question of whose 
money Columbia Association is collecting and then distributing to the villages. There is a school 
of thought that the funds should be considered to belong to the villages, and that CA collects 
these funds on the villages’ behalf and then returns the same to the villages, in lieu of each 
village imposing its own assessment and managing its own funds entirely.  On the other hand, 
there is a school of thought that Columbia Association collects and utilizes funds for its own use 
and then – determining that it is to CA’s benefit to ensure healthy villages – grants funds to each 
village. Underlying this latter philosophy is a belief that the villages really don’t have any 
authority in the matter. 
 
Obviously, were it not for CA’s performing that function and distributing funds to each village, 
each village would be separately obligated to assess funds on its owners.  This undeniable fact 
tends to support the idea that there is “village money” included in the CA assessment.   
 
If each village were to assess its owners, it seems unlikely that they would do so using a uniform 
assessment rate. Instead, each village would have its own formula and assessment rate, and it 
would impose that rate on its owners. This reality tends to support the idea that CA alone is 
collecting funds on behalf of CA, without regard for the villages’ interest in the process. Of 
course, as we know, CA imposes a single assessment rate across village borders. This fact too 
tends to support the idea that it is all “CA money.” 
 
These polar views are overly simplistic and belie a central truth.   Each separate village, and 
Columbia as a town of ten villages, collectively benefit from a universal assessment rate.  It is 
unlikely that anyone would disagree that it would be a bad idea for villages to compete against 
each other over assessment rates.  We already see the impact of not having an assessment when 
outparcels are marketed for sale.  
 
Within these parameters, the approach to the new assessment share formula, as we understand it, 
seems generally sensible and sound.  It establishes a base cost for all villages, and then adds to 
that base cost additional funds for the facilities that each village must support.    

Kahler Hall 
5440 Old Tucker Row  •  Columbia, MD 21044 

410-730-0770  •  fax 410-730-8046 
www.harperschoice.org 
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Unfortunately, this formula creates some “winners” and some “losers” with respect to the actual 
level of funding that will be distributed. We propose that instead of taking resources away from 
those villages who end up in the “losing” category, that there be a cap placed on the FY19 base 
amounts, eliminating future annual inflation adjustments until the loss of not receiving the annual 
inflation adjustments equal the amounts that would have been reduced in the bases. In addition, 
we recommend that the credits for the Village Manager and Covenant Advisor positions, which 
were based on 2016 figures, include a three percent inflationary increase per year. 
 
The Contingency Fund 
 
With respect to the Contingency Fund, the proposal to eliminate it and allow individual villages 
to better exercise control over their cash reserves is long overdue. However, we do find a couple 
of problems with the proposal as it has been presented. 
 
First, we do not believe that there should be any cap at all on cash reserves. Instead, when the 
assessment share formula is revisited in a few years, the cash reserve funds held by each village 
could be reviewed and become a factor in the review of how the new assessment share formula is 
working. Potential adjustments can be made at that time, if necessary. Of course, it would be 
useful to determine in advance how that process would work. 
 
Second, CA should not retain any of the money in the Contingency Fund. All existing moneys in 
the Contingency Fund should be returned to the villages. These moneys were previously 
budgeted for, accounted for, and distributed to and on behalf of the villages.  Furthermore, this 
course of action would serve to reinforce the perception (again, as noted above, an erroneous 
one, in our opinion) that the villages don’t have an equitable interest in CA assessment funds. 
 
Third, waive the requirement for villages to pay money into the Contingency Fund as of FY17.   
 
We hope the above observations are useful to the Work Team and CA Board. We would be 
happy to discuss these ideas if that is deemed useful. 



Hickory Ridge Community Association 
 

 6175 Sunny Spring, Columbia, Maryland  21044  • 410 730-7327  
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DATE:  August 14, 2017 
 

TO:   Assessment Share Formula Work Team: Craig Barton, Jane Dembner, Julie Goad,  
  Kristin Schulder, Lynn Schwartz 
 

FROM:  Hickory Ridge Village Board 
 

RE: Assessment Share Formula Comments 

 
The Hickory Ridge Village Board recognizes the significant effort made by the work team to revise the 
current Assessment Share Formula into meaningful and quantifiable components. The Board is 
supportive of the recommendation, but would like to suggest the following modifications to the 
proposed formula: 
 

• The Village Board supports the elimination of the contingency fund. However, capping the cash 
reserves limits could potentially leave a village vulnerable if it were to incur unexpected 
expenses or lost revenue. The Board would prefer no cap, but is amenable to a 50% cap on the 
cash reserves, if the overage would be used by CA specifically for village related expenses. 
Increasing a village’s reserves enables a village to save for unforeseen expenses and large 
expenditures in future fiscal years.  
 

• If the contingency fund is closed, to avoid unnecessary arguments over who is entitled to what 
portion of the funds, we suggest that the remaining amount be shared equally among the ten 
villages and CA. In addition, the villages should not have to put any overages into the fund for 
FY2018.  Should a cash reserves cap be imposed, we request that the disbursed funds, along 
with any FY2018 overages be exempt, so a village is not compelled to spend the money right 
away and can opt to save it for future expenses.  
 

• The base salary amount used for the Covenant Advisor and Village Manager should be increased 
by 3% to account for the inflationary impact for the past year. 
 

• The Facility Credit philosophy is defined as “funding to help defray some* of the costs 
associated with managing the community buildings. *Not all costs because village rental income 
generated is retained by the association.” The Facility Credit formula does not account for the 
potential revenue each facility can generate. The only variable is the total square footage of the 
facilities for each village. The assumption that a larger facility will have higher operating 
expenses also comes with the assumption that the rental revenue will be greater as well. This 
simplistic calculation places smaller sized facilities at a disadvantage, as these villages are asked 
to use a greater portion of their rental revenue to cover operating expenses. Based on the 
numbers provided by the work team, all operating expenses are covered for some villages, while 
other villages, including the smallest, Hickory Ridge, are asked to make up the difference. It 
doesn’t appear reasonable and it isn’t in keeping with the philosophy stated by the work team. 
We suggest increasing the formula’s Sq. Ft. dollar amount to $10.00 for the two villages with the 
significantly smaller facilities (under 5,000 Sq. Ft.).  



 

 Kings Contrivance Community Association 

                Amherst House 7251 Eden Brook Drive, Columbia, Maryland 21046 
(410) 381-9600    Fax (410)381-9628 

kingscontrivance@columbiavillages.org 
        
 

Date: July 20, 2017 
 
To: The Assessment Share Formula Work Team; Jane Dembner, Craig Barton, Kristin Schulder, 
Lynn Schwartz and Julie Goad 
 
From: Kings Contrivance Village Board 
 
Re: Assessment Share Formula Recommendations 
 
Following the review of the Assessment Share Formula recommendations we wanted to thank you 
for the diligent work you all put into this work team. The time spent over the last several months is 
greatly appreciated. We have reviewed the materials and feel that the new formula captures the 
differences in the villages. Changes are always difficult and the plan to phase in the new formula 
was a good one.  
 
We agree that the current contingency fund and cap on reserves should be changed. The 
contingency fund was set up to deal with unusual circumstances, but has some unintended 
consequences when it’s linked with having a cap on cash reserves of 15%. Keeping only 15% 
reserves on hand is insufficient for saving for large expenses, dealing with emergencies or paying 
for one-time unexpected expenses without having the contingency fund as additional available 
funding as well.  
 
To ensure that the villages run more efficiently we suggest having no cap on the cash reserves. This 
would enable villages to save for expenses in the long term. Currently there is no mechanism for 
saving and a disincentive to having excess funds beyond the cap at the end of the fiscal year. 
Having no cap would allow villages to save wisely over several years for large expenses to improve 
the buildings like new blinds, chairs and furniture or provide for more expensive programs that 
currently cannot happen. Currently a village can only begin to look at expensive purchases in the 
latter part of the fiscal year when they are aware of their financial position and scramble to make a 
purchase before the end of year because the cap on cash reserves does not allow them to keep the 
funds for purchases in the following year. With no cap, a village could sensibly make purchases 
and save in small increments.  
 
Having no cap would also allow a village who successfully managed their business be able to serve 
the residents better with improved, more expensive programs if they knew they had the monies to 
use in the following fiscal year rather than returning it to a contingency fund or CA. The current 
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cap limit does not allow for any monies to be used for future fiscal years to service the residents in 
any way. A successful village should not be hindered in this way.  
 
We also suggest that the contingency fund be closed and the amounts in that fund be evenly split 
amongst the villages. The assessment share was never intended to be CA’s money. It was set up to 
deliver to the villages the monies collected by CA from the residents because the villages never 
collected monies from residents themselves. CA was only the source of collection to simplify what 
was billed to residents when Columbia was established 50 years ago.  
 
We understand that change is hard, some villages will benefit from the changes in the formula, 
while others will see a reduction in funding and need to make severe changes to the way that they 
do business. We suggest that although the recommended phase in period of 3 years was a good 
one, we would also recommend that any village who is putting monies in the contingency fund for 
Fiscal Year 2017 that just ended, be instead allowed to keep those funds to ease the change in 
formula and prevent that new money being split again amongst all the villages.  
 
Our final point is that if the contingency fund is returned to the villages, then we must be certain 
that those funds do actually remain with the village for the long term and are designated in a 
separate account that would be exempt from any cash reserves cap (if there is one) in future years. 
Otherwise, a village may find that although they are receiving the monies this year, they are simply 
returning it to CA next year because of excess cash reserves, which would not be the intention.  
 
Thank you again for all your efforts to work on this committee.  
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To: Columbia Association/Village Association Assessment Share Review 

Committee 

From: Long Reach Community Association 

Date: August 8, 2017 

We would like to thank the committee for their work on the assessment share 

review.  Many of the concerns of the Long Reach Community Association with the 

past reiterations of the formula have finally been addressed with this review.  

Assessment Share Formula Recommendations: 

• Contingency Fund – It is our recommendation that the contingency fund be eliminated with the 

reserve funds that have already collected distributed equally between the village associations 

and CA (split equally 11 ways).  Furthermore, the distribution share should be exempt from any 

cap and not calculated into the village’s cash reserves.  If it is decided that the contingency fund 

will be dissolved, then any overages from FY17 should not be collected.   

 

• Cash Reserves – Long Reach would like to see the current recommended 30% cap on cash 

reserves removed.  This would allow villages to be able to plan over several years for larger 

expenses that could be used to improve the facilities and for programs beneficial to the 

residents.  Eliminating the cap would also act as an incentive to run the associations in the most 

efficient and beneficial manner for the future of the associations.   

 

• Apply a 3% increase for the two job positions to reflect the inflationary factor. 

 

• Waive the contingency fund contributions retroactive to FY17. 

 



August 11, 2017 
 
To:  Assessment Share Formula Work Team 
 
Fr:  Kristin Shulder, Wilde Lake Community Association 
 
Re:  Assessment Share Formula Proposal 
 
The Wilde Lake Village Board reviewed the assessment share formula draft proposal on 
Monday, August 7.  The Board appreciates the time and effort of the work team.  Members 
agreed that the draft formula is well thought out and is much easier to understand than the 
current formula.  They think that the draft formula clearly shows how much of the funding is 
allocated to support the Village Community Association missions and how much is allocated for 
management of Village facilities.    
 
The Village Board recommends the following modifications to the proposal:  
 

1. Recalculate the Village Manager and Covenant credits by adjusting the 2016 Salary 
Study components using an inflation factor of 3% per year.  
 

2. Base Amount, Population Credit and Facility Credit were calculated using FY2016 
expenses.  Adjust totals using an inflation factor of 3% per year.    
 

3. For situations in which the combined share amount is less than the actual FY2018 
assessment share, cap decrease at proposed FY2019 Phase-in Base amount.  Keep 
allocation flat (i.e. no annual inflation adjustments) until the combined share amount 
equals or exceeds the cap amount.  

 
4. Eliminate the cap on Excess Cash Reserves altogether.  

 
5. In place of a cap on cash reserves and in recognition of the partnership between the 

Village Community Associations and Columbia Association, consider a “profit sharing” 
agreement between the Village Community Associations and CA.   

 
6. Distribute funds from the Village Contingency Fund equally among the ten Village 

Community Associations and Columbia Association (i.e. split 11 ways).   

7. Waive Contingency Fund contributions for FY2018.    
 

8. Request that Columbia Association create and fund a standardized Property Standard 
Evaluation program which would involve a rotating schedule for regular property 
evaluations for all Villages.    
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Oakland Mills Community Association 
The Other Barn ● 5851 Robert Oliver Place  

Columbia, MD   21045 
410-730-4610 ● oaklandmills.org 

 

 

August 10, 2017 

 

 

To: Assessment Share Formula Work Team 

  

From: Jonathan Edelson, Chairman, Oakland Mills Board of Directors 

 

Subj: Comments and Suggested Recommendations, Assessment Share Formula,  

Draft Proposed Recommendations 

 

 
 

After reviewing the proposed Assessment Share Formula and discussing the draft with the 

Oakland Mills Board of Directors, I’d like to begin by thanking the committee for the work that 

went into the proposed formula.  Nevertheless, the OMCA Board has serious concerns about the 

proposal.  Columbia’s ten villages are very different from one another. While the unique identity 

of each village makes Columbia special, it also presents challenges in developing a share 

assessment that is appropriate for each village.  Thus we strongly urge the committee to consider 

the following recommendations from Oakland Mills. 

 

Our recommendations are not listed in priority order since all should be considered equally.  A 

detailed discussion follows the list of recommendations. 

 

1. Cap the amount of share decrease for villages that will incur a decrease in their 

assessment share. 

2. Discontinue/Disband the Contingency Fund retroactive to the end of FY17. 

Close the fund and do not accept funds from villages for FY17. Villages should 

retain the amount that would have been sent to the contingency fund. 

3. Disburse the entire Contingency Fund evenly among the ten village 

associations. 

4. Remove the cap on Cash Reserves 

5. Add 3% to the base salary amount for the Village Manager and Covenant Advisor 

(the draft uses the base amount from the 2016 study). 

6. Adjust totals using an inflation factor of 3% to the base amount for Population 

Credit and Facility Credit where were calculated using FY2016 expenses.  
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7) Recognize the disparate needs created by older housing stock and greater 

numbers of elderly and/or economically disadvantaged residents in the older 

villages.  

8) Allow for the increased expense of maintaining historic facilities whose 

unique attributes make them expensive to maintain and to comply with ADA 

requirements. 

9) Continue to fund a Property Standards Evaluation (PSE). 

10) Hire an Independent Financial Analyst to analyze, review, and make 

recommendations for a new Assessment Share Formula. 

 
DETAILED DISCUSSION 

 

1.  Cap the amount of share decrease for villages that will incur a decrease in assessment share. 

 

There is a great disparity between the villages that will be receive a significant increase in 

assessment share funds and the villages that will receive a significant and substantial decrease in 

funding under the proposed formula. While some factors are not quantifiable, the result should 

be fair and equitable.  The proposed assessment share decrease for Oakland Mills of $53,866 

will have a direct and negative impact on our mission. It will dramatically affect the village’s 

operating revenue, which will be highly detrimental to village operations, community events, and 

programs, and communications (costs associated with newsletters/advertising).  We will need to 

reassess our rental fees, which increase each year, and hope that we don’t exceed prevailing 

market rates for a facility such as ours.  In order to operate our four facilities safely, we cannot 

reduce expenses associated with maintenance, repairs, and rentals.  The proposed decrease in the 

assessment share will likely result in cutting staff hours and possibly eliminating staff positions. 

These staffing changes will directly impact the day-to-day service we provide. 

 

2.  Discontinue/Disband the Contingency Fund retroactive to the end of FY17 and allow all 

villages to retain the FY17 funds that would have been returned to the Contingency Fund.  This 

is fair to all villages and especially important for those villages that will see a decrease in the 

assessment share.  It also gives them time to adjust to the new formula. 

 

3.  Disburse Contingency Funds Equally among the ten villages.     
The money in the fund was from the villages and should be given directly back to the villages in 

an equal amount.  It is critical that the money returned to each village from the current 

contingency fund remain with the villages and not count as part of the village cash reserve.  

Villages should no longer contribute to the cash reserve beginning with FY 17 (just ended). 

 

 

4.  Remove the Cap on Cash Reserves: To enable a village to create a business model and 

operate efficiently, we recommend removing the cap on the cash reserves.  The current cap of 

15% and the suggested cap of 30% provide no mechanism for prudent saving, funding 

emergency reserves, and planning for the future.  
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Allowing the villages to retain all of their cash reserves will enable them to craft a timeframe for 

large purchases such as computers, security system upgrades, audio/visual upgrades and 

enhancements, and furnishing.  We will be able to plan ahead, prepare for emergencies, and 

spend wisely.  Retaining cash reserves will enable the villages to serve their residents and fulfil 

their mission by providing special event programs, such as the Oakland Mills 50
th

 Birthday 

Celebration in FY19.  Oakland Mills will need to spend funds outside of our normal yearly 

operating budget to celebrate this milestone appropriately.  

 

5. Adjust the salary amount used for FY 18 by adding 3% to the salary for the Village 

Manager and Covenant Advisor.  This will account for the inflation factor since the salary 

amounts used in the draft were from the 2016 salary study. 

 

6. Adjust totals using an inflation factor of 3% to the base amount for Population 

Credit and Facility Credit where were calculated using FY2016 expenses.  

 

7. Recognize the disparate needs created by older housing stock and greater numbers of 

elderly and/or economically disadvantaged residents in the older villages. Though hard to 

quantify, the costs associated with Covenant Compliance are undoubtedly greater when dealing 

with 48-year-old housing stock. The ability of an elderly and, in some cases, economically 

challenged population to perform the required maintenance is another factor that must be 

weighed. 

 

8.  Allow for the increased expense of maintaining historic facilities whose unique attributes 

make them expensive to maintain and to comply with ADA requirements. 

The Other Barn is a 100-year-old multi-level facility that is one of the few remnants of our 

agricultural past.  Preserving and adapting this signature structure presents unique challenges. 

For example, we are limited by only being able to book one rental at a time because we have one 

kitchen, one set of restrooms, and no second floor restroom.  The elevator is tiny and requires 

manual operation.  Most other village centers have two distinct areas to rent, giving them the 

ability to generate more income. Square footage should not be the only factor when determining 

the base costs associated with facilities; it is critical to consider the overall functionality of the 

facilities and the associated maintenance costs. 

 

9. Continue to Fund Property Standards Evaluations.  The PSE is a vital mechanism to 

achieve property maintenance, which is the very bedrock of Columbia’s Covenants.  We suggest 

funding a PSE on a rotating basis for all villages.  Properly maintained properties increase 

property values, enhance our communities, and increase CA’s assessment revenue. 

Oakland Mills requested funds for a PSE in FY18 but was told to wait and resubmit a request in 

FY19.  We did just that.  However, if the current proposal passes, CA will no longer fund the 

PSE. Given the proposed decrease in our assessment share, we will be unable to pay for a PSE 

with village funds. 

 

10. Independent Financial Analyst: Based on the multi-faceted issues involved in formulating 

a new assessment share formula, we recommend that the committee consider hiring an 

independent financial analyst.  The scope of work should be to review and analyze the current 
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assessment share formula, and the proposed formula, and to provide recommendations for a new 

base assessment share for FY19/20. 

 

We respectfully urge you to consider our comments.  We will be happy to discuss them further at 

your convenience. 



 

Owen Brown Assessment Share Approval 

From Craig Barton, on July 20 by email 

At our Board meeting on Tuesday, the Owen Brown Board voted to support the Work Team’s 
recommendations regarding the assessment share formula and changes to the Reserve Cap and Contingency 
fund, with one exception.  The Board would like to see $100,000 left in the contingency fund during the time of 
the phase in (3 years), in case any unforeseen emergency were to arise.  After which time, the remaining funds 
would be disbursed in the same manner as the rest of the funds. 

 























                   

                     Town Center Community Association 
   5430 Vantage Point Road – Columbia, Maryland 21044 
 

 
Telephone 410-730-4744/410-730-4801 – Fax 410-730-1823 

villagemanager@columbiatowncenter.org – www.columbiatowncenter.org 

 
Date: August 10, 2017 
 
To: Columbia Association/Village Center Committee on Assessment Share 
 
From: Linda Wengel, Chairperson, Town Center Village Board 
 
Re:     Comments on Assessment Share Formula 
 
 
The TCCA Board appreciates all the hard work that went into creating a new formula and is 
very happy with the process and most of the results. Below are a few additions/modifications 
we would like to be considered.  
 

1. Please consider adding 2.98% raise for each year beyond the 2016 salary survey when 
considering salary expenditures.  
 

2. Request that the current contingency fund is distributed as 100% to Villages since it is 
their money to begin with. 
 

3. Insure that as population increases, the share increases accordingly and timely. 
 

4. Eliminate the 30% cap on cash reserves 
 

5. If it is determined that the Contingency Fund is dismantled, the villages should not have 
to put any overages into it for FY2018. 
 
 

Thank you for your consideration.  

 

 



 
 
 
To: Columbia Association Board of Directors (CA Board) 

From: Jane Dembner, Director of Planning and Community Affairs 

Subject: Follow-up to September 14 Board Discussion on Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design 
Guidelines and Proposed Development 

Date: September 22, 2017 

 

Background 

At its September 14th work session, the CA Board discussed Howard Research and Development’s 

(HRD’s) development proposal for the Lakefront Core Neighborhood in Downtown Columbia. The Board 

discussed the issues CA staff had identified in its September 8th memo and also raised a number issues 

and requested for more information related to the proposed development. This memo responds to 

those information requests and is based on CA staff’s review of the proposal, the Downtown Columbia 

Plan, guidelines and regulations as well as discussions with Department of Planning and Zoning staff.  In 

addition, CA staff’s September 8, 2017 memo is also attached for reference.  

Board-Raised Requests for Information and Staff Answers 

How will stormwater management be addressed?  

The applicant is required to prepare and submit to DPZ a stormwater management plan and a separate 

environmental concept plan. Howard County has detailed standards for design and construction of all 

storm drainage and stormwater management systems. These govern this and all other applications.  

In addition to these standards, the approved Downtown-wide Design Guidelines include stormwater 

guidelines. These are also included in the proposed Lakefront Neighborhood Design Guidelines. They 

outline strategies to meet overall stormwater goals of protecting stream channels and reducing 

sediment load to streams and Lake Kittamaqundi; improving stormwater runoff quality and groundwater 

recharge, and reducing stormwater runoff quantity. 

What do the proposed neighborhood guidelines say about building setbacks?  

The proposed Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design Guidelines are used to guide future development. 

Street right-of-ways and street types are identified for specific Lakefront Core streets. Actual building 

setbacks for each building site will not be specifically determined until the Site Development Plan stage. 

However, there are three streetscape types (two commercial and one residential) that are identified in 

the proposed Lakefront Core Neighborhood that provide guidance on what is acceptable related to 
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building setback and related amenity spaces. Front setbacks are to be between 15 and 35 feet from the 

face of the building to the face of the curb. If an amenity space is located between a street and building, 

the setback may be larger than 35 feet.  

How far back from the lakefront loop pathway is the proposed building to be located in the lower level 

Whole Foods parking lot?  

The exact distance of the building to the pathway along Lake Kittamaqundi will not be determined until 

the Site Development Plan stage. 

The applicant is requesting 15-story buildings at two locations where the Downtown Columbia Plan 

recommends nine stories. How do the Downtown Columbia Plan and the zoning regulations address this?  

Building Height is addressed in the Downtown Columbia Plan Exhibit F, Maximum Building Height Plan. 

Plan text that describes Exhibit F on page 85 states: "The Maximum Building Height Plan illustrates 

maximum building heights by neighborhood and sub areas. It is intended to provide planning guidance 

as to maximum building heights, while recognizing that as the overall redevelopment proceeds the goal 

is to achieve variety in heights within a neighborhood."  

Also, in Chapter 4 on page 72, the plan states: "Any alternative must provide a clear rationale specifying 

why any proposed departure from the overall plan is necessary and will not compromise the overall 

Vision expressed in this Plan." 

The Zoning Regulations allow changes in building height to be considered by the  Planning Board if the 

height does not exceed 20 stories. Section 125.0.E.3.B states that the applicant shall provide:  “An 

explanation and rationale for any change from the Downtown Columbia Plan exhibits or any 

neighborhood documents and materials that were part of a previously approved Final Development 

Plan. Limited change to building height is allowed based on compatibility, character and height of nearby 

existing and planned development and redevelopment, and open spaces in the area. However, in no 

event shall the maximum building height for Downtown Revitalization exceed twenty stories;” 
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To: Columbia Association Board of Directors 

From: Jane Dembner, Director of Planning and Community Affairs 

Subj: Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design Guidelines 

Date: September 8, 2017; Updated 9/14/17 to correctly reference the American City Building 

 
Introduction 

At its September 14th work session, the Columbia Association Board of Directors (Board) will be 
discussing Howard Research and Development’s (HRD) development proposal for the 
Lakefront Core Neighborhood in Downtown Columbia. This memo provides an overview of the 
required development review process and opportunities for public comment; summarizes the 
development proposal; and outlines CA staff identified issues and related activities to date. 
 
Downtown Development Project Review Process and Opportunities for Public Comment 

When development is proposed in Downtown Columbia, the following submission documents 
are required: a Neighborhood Concept Plan, Neighborhood Specific Design Guidelines, a Final 
Development Plan (FDP) and a Neighborhood Specific Implementation plan. An Environmental 
Concept Plan is often included in the submission documents because it is required before the 
Site Development Plan (SDP) stage, but is not a requirement at this time. The FDP process for 
Downtown Columbia development requires a number of steps. Below those are outlined with 
project-specific dates (as known) for the HRD proposal. In addition, opportunities for public 
comment are highlighted.  

● Pre-submission public meeting (held in June) where there is an opportunity for 
community input 

● Design Advisory Panel meeting (held in June) where this is an opportunity for written 
community input only 

● Submission of FDP and related documents to the Department of Planning and Zoning 
(DPZ) (HRD submitted plans in July) 

● County staff technical review of the plans (community input to DPZ by phone, email or 
letter) 

● DPZ meeting with and written comments to applicant (September 6, 2017) 
● Applicant resubmittal of plans within 45 days (due by October 20, 2017) 
● County staff review of revised submission  
● County staff determination that application is complete 
● DPZ schedules Planning Board public hearing (hearing not anticipated until 2018) 
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● Planning Board hearing (community input at the meeting)  
● Planning Board makes decision 
● If FDP is approved, then applicant may continue on to a similar review process with the 

more detailed SDP 

Overview of Lakefront Core Development Proposal 

HRD proposes to develop its property within the Lakefront Core Neighborhood of Downtown 
Columbia. The proposal includes four blocks/building sites. From south to north these are the 
lower level parking lot south of the Whole Foods building, the parking lot adjacent to the 
American City Building, the former Copeland’s restaurant site and associated garage site and 
the Exhibit Center and associated parking lot. An amenity area (Amenity Area A) is planned on 
the site of the existing American City Building.  

While specific building programs for building blocks/sites in the Lakefront Core neighborhood 
are not prescribed until the SDP stage, the overall development program proposed is a 
maximum of some 509 residential units, 54,244 square feet of retail uses and 113,402 square 
feet of office uses.  

HRD’s proposes an expansion of the Lakefront Core Neighborhood boundary to include the 
American City Building and associated parking lot, as well as the former Copeland’s restaurant 
site and associated garage site and a commensurate reduction in acreage in the adjacent 
Lakefront Neighborhood. HRD has also requested additional building height, a new private road 
connection and the relocation of a planned amenity area within the neighborhood to provide a 
stronger visual and pedestrian connection from the Columbia Mall to Lake Kittamaqundi. These 
changes are documented on the proposed FDP and related documents including the Lakefront 
Core Neighborhood Design Guidelines. 
 
County Council adopted Downtown-wide Development Guidelines in November 2010. As each 
neighborhood develops, the applicant must prepare neighborhood guidelines, which are then 
used to evaluate the design elements of neighborhood projects. The proposed Lakefront Core 
Neighborhood Design Guidelines are comprised of the following sections: introduction, urban 
design, street design, amenity space, architecture, signage, definitions and an appendix, which 
includes sustainability, bicycle facilities, Downtown Community Commons Policy and 
Preservation Guidelines (for the former Rouse Company building).  
 
CA Staff Identified Issues and Related CA Staff Activities to Address These to Date 

Building Massing 

While the specific profile and massing (the shape of the buildings) will be addressed at the SDP 
stage, CA Planning staff has concerns about the massing of the proposed buildings at this point 
in the process and, as a result, raised this issue with DPZ and asked that it be addressed at the 
FDP/Neighborhood Design Guidelines stage of the development process. Specifically, we 
asked that there be written guidance to have the buildings step-down in height from their highest 
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point along Little Patuxent Parkway to a lower height along the Lakefront Plaza side of the 
building site. The DAP, at its June 14th review meeting, also discussed the importance of 
varying building heights and the need to step-down height particularly along the lakefront side. 
DPZ’s September 6, 2017 memo to the applicant on required revisions and additional 
information needed includes a stipulation that the applicant add language to the Building Form 
and the Architecture sections of the Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design Guidelines, with 
specifications and diagrams showing building massing and building step-downs.  

Building Height  

HRD has proposed to increase the building height on the former Copeland’s restaurant and 
associated garage site and the American City Building parking lot from nine stories to 15 stories: 
an additional six stories on two building sites.  

CA planning staff has concerns about the potential impact the additional height would have on 
CA open space including the lakefront green and plaza, particularly related to building shadows 
and shade. One way to understand these potential impacts is with a building shadow study. 
Generally these are done using various days of the year to account for the seasons and varying 
angles of the sun. Earlier this summer, CA planning staff raised this concern with the developer 
and also in writing with the Director of Planning and Zoning. We asked that the shadow study be 
requested of the applicant. DPZ’s September 6, 2017 memo to the applicant on required 
revisions and additional information needed includes that the applicant provide a shadow study. 

Lakefront Visual Access/Amenity Area Relocation 

The Downtown-wide Design Guidelines envisioned the continued existence of the American 
City Building as a building site and therefore had the east-west Mall to Lakefront amenity 
connection in a location to the south. The proposed Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design 
Guidelines and FDP envision Amenity Area A where the existing American City Building is 
located, to provide improved access and views to and from Lake Kittamaqundi. Shifting the 
location of the amenity area as proposed provides a much-needed view corridor to and from the 
lake. This also complies with the Downtown Columbia Plan recommendation of creating a 
stronger visual connection between the Columbia Mall and Lake Kittamaqundi. The DAP 
recommended and reinforced the need for clear and open visual access to and from the lake in 
this location and CA planning staff agrees with that recommendation.  

Private Connector Roadway 

In the Downtown-wide Design Guidelines, the street framework reflects the existing street layout 
in the Lakefront Core Neighborhood. The petitioner has proposed a street framework change in 
the Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design Guidelines to extend Wincopin Circle adjacent to the 
east side of the existing American City Building and connect to the existing travel way in the 
American City Building parking lot with access to Whole Foods. It is proposed as a private 
street, which the neighborhood guidelines state provide “the ability to close down this section of 
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the street will allow for greater flexibility for programmed events, temporary outdoor dining and 
community festivals.”  

CA planning staff find this to be an important connection to improve pedestrian and local traffic 
flow within the Lakefront Core Neighborhood. Staff also agree with the DAP’s recommendation 
on June 14 regarding treatment of the Wincopin Street extension in which they stated that the 
applicant “...design the Wincopin Circle connection as a predominantly pedestrian-focused 
experience, with flexibility to limit vehicles during special events. This connection should be 
prioritized - 70% on pedestrians and 30% on vehicles. On-street parking should only be on the 
retail side of Wincopin Circle extension, not along the green and amenity space side.”  

Parking Deck Screening at Lakefront Edge 

HRD has proposed proposed a residential tower to be built over an above ground parking 
garage on the current site of the lower level parking lot south of the Whole Foods building. From 
Little Patuxent Parkway, given the grade change, the garage will not be visible. However, it 
certainly would be visible from the Lake Kittamaqundi side of the building. This is a concern, 
given that Lake Kittamaqundi and the lakefront are central amenity spaces in Columbia.  

While the proposed guidelines do state that garages facing amenity areas should be screened, 
CA planning staff is concerned about the potential negative visual impact of the garage on the 
lakefront environment and people who enjoy the beauty of this area and view it along the 
pathway from both sides of the lake and from the water. We raised this issue with the DPZ 
Director and asked that this be addressed. DPZ’s September 6, 2017 memo to the applicant on 
required revisions and additional information needed includes a stipulation that the applicant 
add language to the Lakefront Core Neighborhood Design Guidelines to “strengthen the 
requirements for architectural detail and screening along unwrapped portions of parking 
garages where they front or are visible from amenity spaces. Standard/basic screening is not 
sufficient in these locations.” (emphasis added) 

Multi-use Pathway 

A ten-foot wide multi-use pathway is planned along the eastern side of Little Patuxent Parkway 
This will be a great benefit to improve pedestrian and bicycle circulation within and around 
Downtown Columbia. CA owns a strip of land along the corridor that currently includes a 
sidewalk in this location. CA’s land holdings vary in width along the corridor, but in this area, it is 
approximately 30 feet wide. While the land is owned by CA, CA planning staff understand that 
the requirement to build the pathway would fall upon the developer of the adjacent lands. In this 
case, HRD. We have asked DPZ to clarify and confirm this during the current FDP stage. Of 
course, the applicant would have to request and receive an easement from CA to access and 
construct this pathway.  
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Parking  

Many people visit the lakefront to enjoy the natural beauty of this open space amenity, socialize 
and participate in events hosted there. CA planning staff raised the issue with DPZ about the 
need for public parking for lakefront users. Shared parking has worked to date but as the 
Lakefront Core and the larger Lakefront Neighborhood are redeveloped, this will need to be 
addressed. DPZ’s September 6, 2017 memo to the applicant on required revisions and 
additional information needed includes a request that the applicant “consider addressing in note 
form on the FDP, how parking will be handle to accommodate for existing and new open space 
aw well as for the existing and new development.” 

Board Discussion 

These and other issues are to be discussed at the September 14 Board work session. CA 
planning staff will be on hand to provide additional information and answer the Board’s 
questions related to the proposed Lakefront Core development.  
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Originator Issue/Task Description

Origination 
Date

Assigned To 
(Department) Due Date Resolution

Gregg Schwind

In December 2016 a response 
was given to Reg Avery re: 
Haven on the Lake. The 
response included a table 
reflecting that, for 2017, Haven 
was projected to lose $1.202M 
($1.482M in income vs. $2.684M 
in expenses). Please send actual 
2017 numbers when the books 
are closed on 2017. 4/22/2017 CFO's Office 6/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/30/17

Gregg Schwind

According to the response to 
Reg, the $1.482M in projected 
Haven income included $616K in 
Package Plan allocation. When 
sending the acual 2017 numbers, 
please explain staff's reasoning 
for the PP allocation to the 
Haven and whether it will 
continue in the future. 4/22/2017 CFO's Office 6/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/30/17

CA BOD

Please prepare a document for 
the Inner Arbor Trust, 
Downtown Columbia 
Partnership, and Downtown 
Columbia Arts & Culture 
Commission showing its 
purpose, funding sources, and 
how it relates to CA 5/11/2017

Office of the CA 
President/CEO 7/31/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 7/25/17

Alan Klein
Where on the CA website can 
its policies be found? 05/25/17

Communications & 
Marketing 6/25/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/27/17
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Andy Stack and 
Nancy McCord

Can CA have an on-line 
calendar, accessible to the 
community, which would list all 
CA, Village, and other CA-
affiliated activities, such as the 
50th Birthday? Each 
organization could maintain its 
portion of the calendar. 5/31/2017

Communications & 
Marketing 6/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 7/10/17

Alan Klein

What are the "playing" 
capabilities of the carillon bells, 
other than chimes at designated 
times? 6/8/2017 Open Space 7/8/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/16/17

Chao Wu

Is there an update on the 
annexation process for the 
Simpson Oak Development in 
River Hill? 6/26/2017 General Counsel 7/26/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 7/7/17

Janet Evans

Request for information related 
to pools, swim lanes, pool 
temperatures, and shutdowns as 
delineated in her e-mail of 
8/17/17. 8/17/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/17/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 8/21/17

Gregg Schwind

Could Staff please provide a 
summary of what it is doing to 
improve the relationship 
between the Turn House and 
the golf community. 8/30/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 9/18/17
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Russ Swatek

What is CA committing to in 
operating the Village Green in 
the Long Reach redevelopment 
proposal, and what are the 
projected expenses? 5/11/2017

Planning and 
Community Affairs 6/11/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/13/17

Kevin McAliley

Please provide him with recent 
membership lists for the Tennis, 
Teen & Middle School, and 
Watershed Advisory 
Committees. 6/13/2017

Office of the 
President/CEO 7/13/2017

E-mail sent 
on 7/7/17

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Please provide them with a copy 
of the minutes of CA's Golf & 
Green Advisory Committee 
meeting at which the 
Committee made the following 
recommendation for 
consideration by the CA BOD: 
"Distribution of alcoholic 
beverages at Fairway Hills Golf 
Club from the beverage cart." 8/7/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/7/2017

Letter sent 
on 8/22/2017

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Please provide them with a copy 
of the Pro Forma or similar 
document describing the 
financial projections for the sale 
of beer from the beverage carts 
operating on Fairway Hills cart 
paths. 8/7/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/7/2017

Letter sent 
on 8/22/2017
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Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Please provide them with a copy 
of the Howard County Liquor 
Board license for (the) Fairway 
Hills Golf Club. 8/7/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/7/2017

Letter sent 
on 8/22/2017

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Questions re: vehicle from 
which sale of alcohol on the cart 
paths at Fairway Hills may take 
place 9/3/2017 Sport and Fitness 10/3/2017

Letter sent 
on 9/19/2017
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